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Dearest City of St. John’s,
BY EMILY DEMING

Please calm down. Don’t get hysterical. I promised
to take care of you for as long as we both shall live.
So I’m not going to step down, and if I do, I will
expect you to continue to support me in the manner
to which your success has me accustomed.
You complain that I do not appreciate the beauty that you bring to our lives. But you
must know that I am always bragging to everyone how stunning you were when we
met. A looker, with big bright hills, musically accomplished, and the vocabulary of a
sailor. I even recently made a series of videos to show the world how attractive you
were, all smelling of freshly dried laundry and salt fish.
And your cooking! Wow. You have gone above and beyond the past few years. Top
notch. Even my friends from away have been saying so. I know times are tough and
costs are high, margins slim, but you are so resourceful. Just look what you’ve done
with some game, cod and a few berries! I have faith you will find a way to keep it up
with a tightened belt. After all, the tighter the belt, the easier I find ‘keeping it up’! lol.
That reminds me, remember when I got my Broski from Port Authority to dress
up like a rabid despot and he and I “fenced off your harbour”? God that was sexy.
I loved watching him restrict your movements so everyone could dock without fear
of interference. That was so worth the half million I promised you would pay him.
The thing is though, you are getting old. You are still beautiful, and your venerable
age only increases your (and therefore my) cultural cred internationally, but it
makes everything more difficult. There are all these parts of you I’m not supposed
to touch now. And I know I haven’t plowed you like I should, or like you deserve to
be plowed. But you were just nagging me so much about it, you wouldn’t shut up.
And then, I’m not complaining but, you were cold, frigid even, all last summer. I’m
just saying that it is only fair, given how much I like to spend, that you pay a larger
percentage of my expenses, whether I’m plowing you or not.
I need you to understand that I am saying all of this because I love you. It is for your
own good. You are so worked up right now, You need to take a breath and let me
handle this. Shhhhhh.

A Simple
Recap of the
Historic Paris
Agreement on
Climate Change
Firstly: Trudeau More Than

is pushing for 1.5. Commitments varied – not
everyone was as ambitious and as enthused
as our own government. Which translates to
the COP21 in Paris having successfully gotten
us closer to truly combating climate change,
but, it’ll be a slow process, to get countries
working towards their emission goals. And
who is to say all 196 countries even bother
meeting their targets for curbing emissions,
and rolling out sources of alternative and
renewable energy? But we can be hopeful this
sets a tone for a future focussed on lowering

Put His Money Where His

fossil fuel emissions, and moving on to more

Mouth Is on Climate Change

environmentally sound energy sources.

Leaders and negotiators from around the
world locked themselves in a room in Paris
in December to talk about curbing climate
change, and Canada’s commitments made
headlines around the world. Trudeau’s
government not only agreed to meet the
goals the Climate Change Summit was
asking for … he suggested we do even better.

SO WHAT’S THE PLAN?
All 196 countries submitted “an action
pledge,” called the Intended Nationally
Determined Contribution (INDC). Their
pledges articulate, specifically, what actions
each country will take to combat climate
change. These actions include things like

Canada’s new Environment and Climate

embracing cleaner energy technologies, or

Change Minister, Catherine McKenna, went

even reducing deforestation (because forests

on to urge that every country should be

naturally suck up “greenhouse gases” from

legally bound to their commitments.

the atmosphere).

Trudeau has vowed that climate change will

SO WHAT’S THE FLAW?

be a “top priority” for Canada, and stated that
“we will listen to, and act on scientific advice,”

These pledges are intentions, not legally

and all those scientists Harper muzzled are

bound commitments. There is zero penalty

now nuzzling up to Trudeau with a barrage of

for not adhering to the commitments. A

happy press releases.

leader could actually have no intention of
following through, or a future leader of, say,

President Obama wasn’t so bad himself,

the US, could choose to ignore what Obama

declaring to his fellow country leaders that

just agreed to, etc. Also, some experts have

“once you start down the path of expanding

pointed out the existing pledges aren’t even

renewable energy, it's easier than expected.”

likely to ensure a rate of less than 2 C global
warming. Many of INDCs set goals as far

196 COUNTRIES ARE IN
AGREEMENT IT’S TIME TO

Love always and forever,
Your Council

stretch goal of keeping below 1.5 C.” Canada

TAKE CLIMATE CHANGE

out as 2030, which does make it a
little unrealistic to stay below
1.5 - 2 C.

SERIOUSLY
WHAT’S NEXT?

PS:
From now on, if you clog the toilet, call a damn plumber. I know I said I would do
it since I was the one who decided to plumb the house using tar-paper and old
terracotta in the first place, and then it was me who refused to upgrade during
subsequent renovations. But I needed that money for the faux antique street lamps
for our new garden and a second gazebo. But now the toilet is clogging all the time
and I wear white collared shirts. Your poo is your problem. You could stand to eat
less anyway. Have you heard what people have been calling you?

196 countries at The COP21

In 2018, these 196

Conference accepted the

countries will assess how

science of climate change,

they’re doing with their

and decided to start doing

pledges, and in 2020, we

something about it. That

will all make new ones.

“something” means working
together to limit global warming
to “no more than 2 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial levels, with a

Better ones, ideally. Ones
that dig deeper as climate
change becomes more and
more serious.
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

Playing To Our Weaknesses
Kerfuffle over the recent
St. John’s budget with its
cuts to investment in the
arts and increases to the
subsidy to St. John’s Sports
and Entertainment betrayed
much about town.

and culture (far, far below national averages)
is not only spent almost entirely within the
jurisdiction but leverages many multiples of
itself from others.
In terms of exposing the city and the province
to the world the exhibition by Anne Troake
and Jordan Bennett at the 2015 Venice
Biennale alone did more than all the hockey
games ever played here or in Pennsylvania.

We plainly loves the hockey. A goodly
proportion of the games played by the various
“Baby” teams St. John’s has hosted, “Leafs,”
“Jets” or “Habs” have sold out. The arena to
house them is a boondoggle but so are most
such facilities. The subvention to St. John’s
Sports and Entertainment picks up the tab
for that predictable loss but is also a subsidy
on ticket price. We’ve been willing to help
the fans have their fun and Danny Williams
have his team because enough townies and
brownbaggers have enjoyed going to the
games. And it is alleged the team promotes
St. John’s in places like Scranton and Utica.
I’ve asked around and the consensus is that
Newfoundland and Labrador is a middling
source of hockey talent. We are net importers
of professional sportsmen. In the main the Ice
Caps’ coaches and skaters pay their taxes and
buy their homes elsewhere. We send our tax
dollars offshore for the privilege of watching
them play here.
The “Baby” teams are player development
programs for the big league franchises so
another portion of our money is a subsidy
to the parent. Taxpayers of St. John’s are
chipping-in to help the Molsons pay their bills.
We are not nearly as partial to arts and
culture. In contrast to hockey, we produce
a disproportionate number of artists for
our population. We make more art than we
consume so are net exporters of artistic
talent. (By way of example Codco and then 22
Minutes have meant hundreds of millions of
dollars of economic activity in Halifax.) And
unlike hockey our puny investment in arts

I’m unsure whether watching sports
entertainment encourages athleticism and
fitness but do know that art stimulates the
imagination. Watching sports is passive,
the games repeated patterns interrupted by
jolts of disruption. Thus the “highlight reel.”
It is splendid diversion because most of it
is predictable, the excitement can’t get too
dangerous because of its inherent constraints;
playing surface, periods, penalties for
violating rules and so on.
Art asks the audience to engage, to be an
active participant. A Gerry Squires painting
is one unrelenting highlight. The best
performances know the rules so well we pay
for the thrill of watching them being broken. Of
the most interesting stories nobody can agree
on the final score. City Council judges, and they
might be correct, that this is of less interest to
the citizens of St. John’s than AHL hockey.
Squaring public taste, our costly appetite for
hockey, with the larger public interest is a
considerable and emblematic policy challenge
for the current St. John’s City Council. How
they meet it likely describes the city’s future.

In terms of exposing the
city and the province to the
world the architecture of the
Fogo Island Inn has had a
greater impact than all the
hockey games ever played here
or in Pennsylvania.
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Why St. John’s Budget Was So Insane This Year
The City of St. John’s City Council just released a
pretty intense budget. I’m one of the guys on that
Council, so I want to explain what happened.
There are a number of things in our recent
budget that aren’t going down very well

situation is due to several decisions
I approved of.

with pretty much anybody: an increased
property tax rate; increased business taxes;
the elimination of a subsidy for water lateral
repair; and a fifty percent cut to our arts
grants funding.
Those are all pretty bad, and that’s not even
the full list. Why did we have to do this?
Weren’t things going great?
At this point I’d like to interrupt myself and
declare that I voted against this set of painful
cuts and increases. But I’d be lying if I didn’t
admit that part of the reason we’re in this

One major hit is an increase in salaries.
That might sound bad, but the rationale is
that this was the price paid to have our unions
agree to a long-term solution to a looming
pension deficit crisis that other municipalities
are already suffering from. This has been
viewed as a victory by several groups who
advocate responsible government financial
management.
As well, in another effort to cut long-term
costs we offered early retirement packages
to several high-level staff. While the positions
will be re-filled, it will lead to fewer staff as

empty positions are not filled at the end of the
shuffle. This had an up-front cost but
will reduce future yearly salary expenses.

BY DAVE LANE

This is all a really big deal. While a lot of our
decisions have been made with the intent of
“Investing in Tomorrow” (that’s the title of our
budget), we are legally required to balance

Another biggie is a major investment in
what’s called “capital works.” These are
infrastructure costs we have to incur over
the next decade, like: Federally mandated
water treatment enhancements (to the tune
of $200m); demographically demanded water
supply additions (that’s $140m); and required
replacement of aging, costly-to-maintain water
and sewer lines like the ones under Water
Street (estimated city-wide total: $200m+).
That’s just the water and sewer side of things.
We also have lots of other projects in our
10-Year Capital Plan like bridges, buildings,
parks, roads, and traffic infrastructure. This
will all total $1.25 billion (!), and while we will
be cost-sharing most of it with the Province
and Feds, a lot of it leads to increased yearly
operating and maintenance expenses.

the budget each year.
That means we have to raise revenue (mostly
through property taxes) to cover costs in the
same year they’re incurred. Tax increases can
be painful. So to minimize the tax increases
this year, staff looked at where we can cut
costs. Unfortunately, many of the cuts they
were able to find really suck.
We’re in a serious pickle, folks. Expenses
have skyrocketed at City Hall, and while it
was all with the intent to improve the City for
residents, many of us are hurting. There has
to be a better way to respond to our financial
situation. Perhaps we need to go back to the
drawing board, and there’s no shame in us on
Council admitting that.

Local Perspectives

The City’s
Disastrous
Decision to Slap
Small Business
with the Burden
of Making Up for
Hard Times is a
Nightmare Move
BY CHAD PELLEY

"We're in shock that there was
so little foresight. It seems like
they were looking for a source
of revenue for St. John's and
maybe we're an easy grab.”
- Andrea Maunder, the chair of the
Restaurant Association of NL and
owner of Bacalao
While we’ll all feel the burn of residential
property taxes increasing, local businesses –
like restaurants the whole country is raving
about, and the go-to shops and pubs that we
all miss when we’re away from the city too
long – simply mightn’t survive the business
tax spike of 14.3%.
Targeting small business in tough times is not
the “fiscally responsible” decision council is
touting it as. It’s actually reckless, misguided,
and poorly considered: small business is big
business in NL. In our province, more than
17,000 businesses employ people, and guess
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what? 98.5% of them are small businesses
with less than 100 employees. 71% of jobs
created in the private sector over the past 10
years can be attributed to small business. The
smart move is to support and invest in small
business. Not harm it.
As Bob Hallett, owner of Tavola Restaurant,
says “No business in this city is in a position
right now to raise its prices and have any hope
of survival, nor do I know of any enterprise
that has that kind of profit upon which it can
draw. There was no need for this, the mayor
and his cabal are leading us off a cliff.”
And this is why YOU, the citizens of St. John’s,
should be revolted by tax hikes to the places
you buy your clothes and coffee, or take your
dates and children – if we increase taxes
on local businesses, they can only make up
for that by jacking up their prices, in a town
where most people already complain about
the prices in shops and restaurants.

because what’s at stake is the fundamental
quality of our lives and livelihoods. This
budget has life in this city as we like to live it
looking unfeasible.

“Councillors, how do you think of the city you’ve
been elected to represent? How do you describe
it to people not from here? What gives you
pride in it? I want those questions answered,
Alternatively, these business owners will
because I’m at a loss as to what they’d say
have to let staff go, and burn themselves out
without drawing on the utterly unique and
working 80 hour weeks. And since when is
rich culture and history and character of the
unemployment good for the economy? Worse
place – all the things their budget castrates.
still, the sacked staffers will be seeing their
Would you cite the faceless urban sprawl? The
rent/mortgage go up thanks to the alsocookie-cutter suburbia? The multinational
increased residential property taxes.
corporate wastelands like tumors growing off
the outskirts? Could you even cite these things
And the tourists? The cruise ship visitors the
when they are so completely indistinguishable
mayor loves so much? They’ll come looking
from any other city’s equivalent spaces in
for our raved-about restaurants and charming
North America? As a small business
local boutiques, only to be greeted
owner attempting to make a go of
by boarded-up storefronts and
it downtown, I refuse to believe
a derelict downtown entirely
you aren’t aware of the fact that
devoid of what once made us a
created
in
the
private
the vast majority of businesses
vibrant and unique capital city to
sector over the past
visit. Greg Hewlett, co-owner of
down here live and die on the
10 years can be
attributed to small
Fixed Coffee and Baking, wrote
thinnest of margins … I dream
business.
the following on Facebook, “We
of the day when I can pay myself
really can’t be loud enough here,
more than $12 an hour.”

71% of jobs

To that last line, the owner and head chef
of the most popular restaurant in St. John’s
joked, “You make $12/hr!? Lucky you. That’s
$3 an hour more than me!” This all begs the
question of why hasn’t there been a public
protest about this, as there was for the Arts
cuts, but the answer is simple: we’re all too
busy and overworked as is to plan it.
What we need now is a council brave and
compassionate enough to acknowledge they
made a mistake. What we need right now is
a council wise enough to tactfully get our city
through a recession, responsibly, not a council
reckless enough to kill off our culture, and
industries like small business and The Arts,
which have only proven to be profitable and
economy-diversifying sources of employment
for a lot of people.
There’s a hurricane of hurt about to roll
through this city, but there’s still time to steer
it off course. That our fate is left in the hands
of ten men and a mayor who might not care
is very disconcerting. (It should be noted
councillors Dave Lane, Art Puddister, and
Sandy Hickman voted against this budget.)

11 Waldegrave
Street

haircuts for
ladies & gents

Buy any combo
and get your second
burger, of equal or
lesser value, for $2

194 Duckworth Street
763-9958
Enjoy the reLiSH Burger Experience

COMBO = BURGER + FRIES
+ DRINK. EXPIRES JAN. 31, 2016

Food & Drink
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BERNARD STANLEY
IS LOCATED WHERE
THE CLUB USED TO
BE, IN HAYMARKET
SQUARE ON
DUCKWORTH

Bernard Stanley
Gastropub
It is less than a block from Raymonds and,
likewise, named after two grandfathers, “one
really liked food and the other really liked
to drink”, says grandson and chef-owneroperator Chris Herritt.

In fact, it feels a lot like going to The Club
as most of the decor and all of the kitchen
equipment remains the same. Though fresh
paint, newly sealed and glazed table tops and
a better use of the interior frontage along
Duckworth street showcase the detailoriented sensibilities of the new management.
Before Nellies, Herritt was at Blue on Water,
and before that he came up the ranks from
dishwasher to chef at Thirteen West in Corner
Brook. He has always wanted to have his own
restaurant and had kept his eye out for the
right place since coming to St. John’s a decade
ago. Marston was the first to move when The
Club closed down. She called Herritt while he
was preparing for his wedding and a week after
he was married (to Ashley Rodway who helps
with the business end of the venture) they had
the lease secured.

Herritt and the upbeat front of house and
bar manager, Ashley Marston, both worked
together at Nautical Nellies Pub on Water St.,
and found they had a similar vision for the
perfect restaurant. Marston grew up watching
“Cheers” and it was her impetus for becoming
a bartender. She and Herritt want a trip to The
BSGP to feel “like coming home.”

The food is billed as rustic comfort food and is
a close cousin to what Herritt had created at
Nautical Nellies; regulars will recognize his hand
in the sweet and spicy vegetarian style chilli.
Fresh kettle chips with three dips are served
instead of bread before your meal, and the menu
is a reasonable two pages, but covers a lot of
ground. It should be easy to find something

Where They Want to
Know Your Name

BY EMILY DEMING

For those always looking
for another brunch spot
and Happy Hour venue, the
good news is that the site of
The (recently closed) Club
has been re-leased and was
opened in the heart of the
first big storm of the season
last month, as the Bernard
Stanley GastroPub.

for everyone.
Sandwiches range
from fried chicken on rosemary waffles to a
vegetarian grilled cheese with banana peppers,
sundried tomatoes and pesto aioli. Entrees
include burgers with piles of toppings and
sauces (fried eggs, bacon, tomato jam, whiskey
BBQ), kale and cauliflower alfredo fettucine,
lamb or vegetarian ragout, and salmon tacos.
The brunch menu is classic and comprehensive.
Expect to spend $18 average for an entree at
lunch and $30 average at supper, but there
are cheaper options with large appetizers and
sharing plates.
They have a full bar with local and craft beers,
and a seasonally changing cocktail menu.
The Fisherman’s Warm Up with housemade
ginger syrup and Jack Daniels is a nice take
on the hot toddy and a welcome treat on a
cold wet day. On weekends, Marston makes
a house sangria with “tons of fruit, triple sec,
and Sauvignon Blanc.”
For now they are hoping to grow by word of
mouth. Towards that end, I will say that the
kettle chips are more-ish, the staff friendly, and I
will definitely be heading down for brunch soon.

Food & Drink
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Local Plonks
Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P
VOLPETTO CHIANTI
Find it in the Italy section

BARTALI CHIANTI
Find it in the Italy section

$16.26

$26.95

Chianti famously accompanied a meal of
favas beans and liver for a reason. The
good ones have a sour cherry rasp, a
balance of acids and tannins that cleanse
and refresh the palate as you eat.
They are a perfect counterpoint to the
gaminess of offal, but please try those
of lambs or calves rather than human.
Chianti is a (the?) wine of Tuscany, so it’s
meant for fare like stews and steaks, for
mushrooms more than brighter tomatooriented cuisine eaten closer to the toe
and heel of the Italian peninsula. Even
more than French wine, Italian wine
is for the table. Chianti doesn’t make
sense without food, it doesn’t yield its
qualities unless it is washing down grub.
The Volpetto Chianti ($16.26) is a worthy
example of simple, straightforward,
everyday Chianti (there are qualitative
steps up in the Chianti Classico and
especially the Chianti Classico Reserva).
This wine, from Sangiovese and a drop
of Cannailo, isn’t particularly complex,
it doesn’t linger or haunt, but it does the
job of slaking your thirst and compelling

With a Trudeau back in the PMO it’s

you to another bite of dinner.

the best deals at the NLC.

Learn to Dance, It’s So Much Fun!

time to try the Bartali Chianti ($26.95
… but for 1000 ml rather than the usual
750 ml) which comes, as these wines
did back in the days of Wage and Price
Controls and The War Measures Act, in
the rotund straw-padded bottles called
“fiascos.” (When emptied those bottles
often served as candle holders, creating
a kind of faux continental atmosphere
in apartments redolent of Mexican pot.
Imagine your parents, stoned, making
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Local Lunches
for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

Adelaide
Oyster
House

THE FISH TACO ($6 +tax) is IPA battered cod, with a solid wedge
of avocado, crisp slaw and complementing rich and spicy sauces.
Though sadly not masa, the soft homemade flour tortilla is a close second and has
the requisite structural integrity to stand up to the toppings’ sauciness. It is a lot
of food for its small size. Bright colours, flavours, and textures are all minutely
choreographed like a well traveled Artistic Fraud production (think “Under Wraps”
or “Afterimage” not the still green and untrimmed “Colony”).
THE CARNITA (PORK) TACO ($6 +tax) was a light lunch, delightfully hot, with
tender chunks of meat and the freshest cilantro in the city. Squeeze the lime slice
provided on the taco, it is not just a garnish, but improves the taste experience.
If you splurged and bought two you could crush an appetite.
ATMOSPHERE: The Adelaide you know from loud dizzy nights is on a generous dose of
valium at lunch time: relaxing, easy volume for chatting, perfect lighting. The Kobe beef
wrap is also under $10 and, as with everything here, worth trying. The drinks were well
outside the budget of this series but are one of many reasons they have been crowned
one of the best restaurants in the country… right on our strip… for under $10. Get in on
it before the new business tax hikes run all our gems right into the harbour.

out, the White Album skipping … okay,
bad idea.) The Bartali is almost as good
as the Volpetto, perhaps even simpler,
with less length and spice and a tiny bit
confected but did well with a sausage
and spinach sauced pasta dish. Prudent
to serve this ordinary wine on the cooler
side. (People mistakenly think red wine
should be served at room temperature,
but that rule was made long before
narcotizing central heating.) At every
price range the wines of Italy remain

All classes
start week
of January
10th

NEW BEGINNER CLASSES STARTING THIS MONTH
Couples Waltz, Jive, Two-Step, Couples Salsa, Couples Argentine
Tango, Ladies only Latin, Adult Tap Classes, Adult Ballet Barre
Practice Nights • Studio Parties • Dinner/Dances
Instructor: Judy Knee, F.I.S.T.D, F.C.D.T.A. Please check website, call, or email
for dates and times of other, more advanced classes, details, and prices.

27 Mayor Avenue, St. John’s • 579-3233 • judy@judyknee.com • judyknee.com

Mallard Cottage’s Hilarie Vatcher to
Appear on Chopped Canada This Season
The Food Network’s highly competitive TV show,
Chopped Canada, has featured a few local chefs in recent
years, including Roger Andrews and Mark McCrowe
(who both won their episodes).
In a single episode, 4 chefs square off to make the best dish, in 3 consecutive rounds – an
appetizer, an entree, and a desert. The trick is, seconds before starting each round, they’re
shown 3-5 ingredients they HAVE TO use in their meal, and then they must race against a clock
to produce a dish more dazzling than that of their opponents. Each episode pits chefs from all
across the country against each other. A panel of judges kick out one competitor per round,
based on what they’ve cooked up. The food is judged on presentation, taste, and creativity. Hilarie
Vatcher, employed here in town by the legendary Mallard Cottage, will appear in episode 13.
Prior to attending culinary school, she was a circus performer and instructor, so she should be
able to handle the chaos and pressure of the show just fine. To quote Chopped Canada’s website,
“A pastry chef by trade, Hilarie has some tricks up her sleeve, including a steadfast determination
to win. She hopes the win will let her take a short break and recharge.” Winners receive $10,000.
She will be squaring off against the executive chef of Grouse Mountain Resorts in BC (Dennis
Peckham), James Santon of Enoteca Sociale in Toronto, and Oliver Vigneault of an Asian
fusion restaurant in Montreal called Jatoba. You can watch previous epsides here:
foodnetwork.ca/shows/chopped-canada/episode-guide
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Holy Grail
Donuts are
Wholly
Good

Have You Been
to the New
Filipino Place in
Ropewalk Lane?
RJ Pinoy Yum is an eat-in/
takeout and a variety store.
Their menu is a balance of
“authentic Filipino foods, and
some Canadian foods as well.”

BY LAUREN POWER

“When I first got to
Newfoundland, I heard some
guy on George Street say that
he was going to go home and
‘pack da hole off the missus’”
says entrepreneur Amanda
Bulman. “And I thought, that
would be an amazing name
for a doughnut company!”

icing and cilantro sugar — which is like Tim
Horton’s via Thailand. “We're currently without
a storefront, but we are rotating our pop-up
business among different downtown business
locations,” says Justine, who adds that they
have a dim sum lunch planned for early 2016.

Since that moment of inspiration, the name

“So far, we've had successful days at the

has gotten workshopped, but the idea

Sprout and the Vinyl Room at the Reluctant

remained: The Holy Grail Donut Shop has

Chef. It's very cool of these established

hosted several pop-up events in St. Johns,

businesses to support young entrepreneurs

and Amanda, along with her business

and it's been an exciting way to make

partners Justine Thompson and Nick Van

business connections!”

Mele, is ready to take weekend mornings by
storm. “What do you want to eat on a Sunday

One of those business connections is Julia

morning?” asks Nick. “After you’ve maybe

Bloomquist, owner of The Sprout, who has

been out drinking, or you've had a long

already helped two other pop-ups (Mohamed

week at work…”

Ali’s and Poyo) get a leg-up. Amanda (a selfdescribed serial entrepreneur) was psyched to

“I want to eat fat and sugar,” answers

absorb some wisdom related to making it work

Amanda. “It’s a Sunday morning thing,”

in the St. John’s marketplace.“I sat down with

agrees Nick.

her just to talk about how she got The Sprout off
the ground and to really pick her brain.”

They laugh as they recite their mission
statement: “Our goal is to reinvent the iconic

Along with sage advice, Julia has provided a

Canadian donut.” What that statement means,

platform for their pop-up and an occasional

they don’t quite know, but the trio of CFA

borrowed cup of milk for the doughnut biz.

chefs are happy to keep trying. “I either want

STITCHES IN
TIME ALONG
FOR THE RIDE
At every Holy Grail pop-up, Stitches
in Time Vintage has been along
for the ride, sourcing sustainable
vintage clothing in classic styles
and cuts. Owner Sophie Truscott
has a passion for vintage clothing
and pinup style, along with coowner Amanda Bulman.
“My inspiration comes from my
grandmother Vera and her mother
Bertha,” says Sophie. “Bertha
made hundreds of dresses and
handcrafted dolls in her life and
that passion was passed down
through the ages.”
“My motivation comes from the
end result of taking a vintage
dress and breathing new life into
it. Every piece goes through a
process of being hand washed,
de-stained, and then fixed up.”

a really classic donut like a vanilla glaze, or

At present, it’s been easy like Sunday morning

something that’s going to blow my mind,”

for the pop-up, aside from a few all-nighters

says Amanda. Justine prefers the chocolate

and some vegetarian taboos being broken

glazed filled with peanut butter mousse,

when slabs of bacon showed up in The

egg-free, and lactose-free options. To find out

and the bacon with maple glaze. Nick likes

Sprout’s kitchen. They’ve managed to balance

about the The Holy Grail Donut Pop-up Shop’s

the lemongrass ginger cream with a spicy

the karmic culinary scales by offering vegan,

next event, check them out on Facebook.

Filipino cuisine is that of the
Philippines, with the ph- dropped
for an F. It’s essentially a blend of
Spanish, Chinese, Indian, Malayan,
and even American culinary traditions,
which sounds fabulous. Many of us
wouldn’t know, this is the city’s first
Filipino restaurant. Filipino cuisine
is known for balancing sweet, sour,
and salty flavours. Often times a dish
displays “counterpointing” — pairing
something sweet alongside something
salty. A common example is sweet
cocoa rice porridge (champorado) being
paired with salted and sun-dried fish
(tuyo). For dumpling lovers, RJ Pinoy
Yum serves items like Dinakdakan
(a spicy, crispy, pork belly dumpling),
Siopao (a steam bun stuffed with “pork
asado”), and … a steam bun taco!
Other items include Gatang Kalabasa
(coconut squash with shrimp), Beef
Caldereta (a stew made with tomatoes,
potatoes, spices, liver, olives, bell
peppers and hot peppers), Pansit
Guisado (a rice vermicelli and veggie
dish), and chopsuey with quail egg.
They also serve what might be the
Filipino signature dish: chicken Abodo:
chicken marinated and simmered
in vinegar, soy sauce, and garlic, fried
in oil, and cooked ’til dry. For the
adventurous eater, try kare-kare, a
signature stew traditionally made from
stewed oxtail, pork hocks, calves feet,
pig feet, beef, and offal or tripe, with
veggies, and flavoured with roasted
peanuts or peanut butter, onions, and
garlic. As with pho, other flavorings
may be added at the table. RJ Pinot
Yum is closed on Sundays, otherwise
open from mid-morning til 9pm.
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Freshii Chain
Fast to
Catch on in
St. John’s
The Grab and Go goodness
of something fresh and
healthy is catching on as
well in St. John's as it has
been catching on across
the country.
Apparently, Freshii is now a nearly billion
dollar brand, opening an average of two
stores a week in 2015, in 13 countries
worldwide. Not bad for a company started
by a guy who says “the first day we opened,
was the first day I worked in the restaurant
business.”
Freshii reached their first 100 stores quicker
than McDonald’s did. Speaking of which,
Freshii’s founder recently sent a very public
open letter to McDonald’s, boldly critiquing
the company for dominating fast food
options for people worldwide, then asking
McDonald’s to partner with them. “Across
the country, on our highways and campuses,
in our malls and inner cities, our quick-serve
options are dominated by McD's, built on
burgers, fries, and sugar-laden soft drinks.
Your company professes to be concerned
about providing healthy alternatives, but
your track record demonstrates you have
not figured out how to make healthy food
that people want to buy ...
“... even at our rapid rate of growth, it will
take decades for Freshii to have a material
impact approaching that of McDonald's.
Americans should not have to wait
so long to access healthier
alternatives. That is why I
am issuing the following
challenge to your company:
Partner with us. Save the
world, and help yourselves
... Imagine a world where
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every standalone
LOCATED ON
673 TOPSAIL ROAD
McDonald's, every
IN WATERFORD
highway rest stop
VALLEY
PLAZA
and campus location,
offers fresh salad
bowls, quinoa, whole grain
wraps and pressed juices – even kids’ meals
– alongside your burgers and Cokes. One
outlet can feed the whole family again.”
While the word chain rightfully makes
many of us hesitate, Matthew Corrin’s
motivation for Freshii is not to run a fleet
of restaurants that compete with, say, The
Sprout or Happy Humus Hut in St. John’s,
but a globally recognized healthy eating
chain people treat like an alternative to
drive-thru takeouts like McDonald’s and
Wendy’s. “I wanted to create a restaurant
brand that helped people all over the world
live healthier and longer lives by making
healthy food affordable and convenient.”

The Seal
Hunt Has
Begun
BY BADGER
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Omega-3 supplements. Nutritional products
have had some of the highest growth in recent
years and these seal oil capsules hold promise
for the industry: 40% of Canadians have
Omega fatty acid imbalances! This can impede
optimal brain function and increase the risk
of heart disease. In places like Newfoundland
where fresh produce is locally available only
7-8 months of the year, supplementation is
paramount for optimal health.

Newfoundland and
Labrador’s Commercial Seal
Hunt will increase in activity
until a climax during the
beginning of April. This is
when the season’s new pups
will reach approximately
three months of age and shed
their first white coat.

And for that they’ve won awards.
The pups will then be left by their mothers and
It is also surprisingly cheap. Nothing on the

are forced to fend for themselves. Seals of this

regular menu is more than $9, and the menu

age are the prime targets of the seal hunter,

is broken down into 5 categories: Breakfast,

as younger seal fur is softer and more desired

Burritos, Salads & Wraps, Bowls, and Soups.

by the garment industry.

They also have juices and smoothies. Sample
bowls include the “Buddha’s Satay” (rice

The seal hunt has been an integral part of our

noodles, crispy wontons, carrots, broccoli,

province’s history for reasons of sustenance

cabbage, green onions, peanut sauce) and the

and economic prosperity; in the harsh living

“Pangoa” (brown rice, avocado, black beans,

of pre-industrial Newfoundland, all game

aged cheddar, corn, grape tomatoes, cilantro,

was fair game. Seals produce nutritious and

lime wedge, hot sauce.)

flammable oil, mineral rich meat, and fur that
is second to none for clothing and shelter.

Soups include a spicy lemongrass soup,

With the exception of increased government

Asian vegetable, or Southwestern. Burrito

oversight and media scrutiny, little has

options include items like Tex Mex, Baja

changed about the hunt.

(quinoa, avocado, red onions, cilantro, green
onions, cabbage, salsa, pico de gallo), and

The harvest of 2014 showed 60,000

Spicy Thai (quinoa, cabbage, carrots, cilantro,

seals harvested. Due to trade bans and a

edamame, spicy lemongrass sauce).

shrinking domestic demand, much of the
seal meat collected cannot find a market for

And the salads include items like Cobb

consumption and is sold as animal feed or

(field greens and romaine, avocado, bacon,

destroyed. Canada is now spending in excess

blue cheese, tomatoes, corn, honey dijon

of $5 million to help find new markets for

dressing), ninja (spinach and romaine,

seal products. This is risky when considering

cabbage, edamame, carrots,
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the last recorded revenue from a commercial

cucumbers, cilantro, crispy

seal hunt was $2.2 million dollars. Producers

wontons, asian sesame dressing),

however, are optimistic, with another tannery

and Market (Field greens &

planned for Fleur de Lys this year.

spinach, quinoa, beet slaw,
apple slaw, carrots, cranberries,

Seal is processed in one of five plants on the

avocado, honey dijon dressing).

island. The plants produce meat, pelts, and

Seal is not like other red meat. Seal oil is much
more like the fat found in ocean fish – that is to
say, largely unsaturated. Unsaturated fats are
much more volatile and break down into “fishy”
smelling fatty acids much more quickly than
say, beef or lamb. Meaning seal meat is best
if eaten fresh, within 10 hours of bleeding the
animal. This historically presented a challenge,
but modern vacuum packing and flash freezing
means that seal can be purchased at top quality
here on the island.
When cooking seal, remember it's fragile fat
and very high in mineral and vitamin contents.
This means the meat will taste quite strong
when cooked, and can be compared to organ
meats of other animals. Try to sear the
outsides with butter and leave the inside a
nice rare, making the most of the smoothness
of the meat. For the novice, try picking up a
frozen seal flipper. They braise quite well and
can be seasoned to make a pulled-pork of
sorts. And don’t worry, seal flippers contain
no bones or waxy cartilage – it’s quite similar
to beef tenderloin.
Seal can be purchased wholesale through
the Carino website or it can be purchased in
many preparations through Bidgoods chain
grocery stores.
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Worth Your Dime
Select January Events
For comprehensive event listings or to add your own events:
theovercast.ca/events

BUSINESS & ARTS NL WORKSHOPS
JANUARY 18TH @ ST. JOHN’S CITY HALL, FORAN-GREENE ROOM.
“Business & Arts NL has 15 workshops planned for 2016!” says Bryhanna Greenough, General
Manager of Business and Arts Newfoundland and Labrador. “The first workshop is aimed
specifically to artists and cultural workers who want to learn how to develop a plan that will
support their creative work,” says Greenough of the session on January 18. “The principles of
strategic planning can be applied to a single creative project, or serve as a map that guides an
entire organization.” The session will be facilitated by Theresa Rahal of Strategic Directions
Inc. To quote the website, “Make the dream bigger, and the steps to get there smaller. Starting
with your mission statement, learn how to break down your project into actionable items, how
to deliver over the long-term, and how to evaluate performance.” In February, participants of
the Nonprofit Governance for Arts Organizations will examine the role and responsibilities of a
board, and how to cultivate a strong board that is able to support an organization.” Sessions are
$25 for Business & Arts NL members, $35 for the general public.

NEWFOUNDLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA’S
SUNCOR ENERGY BIG BAND SHOW
JANUARY 29TH & 30TH @ ARTS & CULTURE CENTRE
The Suncor Big Band Show is a highlight of the musical calendar year in St. John’s. On Friday,
January 29 and Saturday, January 30, conductor Marc David will be leading the saxophones,
brass, rhythm section, and the rest. Multiple ECMA nominee Eleanor McCain and Mark Murphy
(Billy and the Bruisers) lend their pipes. Each year, the Big Band show focuses on a specific era
or theme. This year, they will be playing the catalog of jazz-funk icons Earth, Wind and Fire. Yes,
the Arts & Culture Centre will be transformed into a Boogie Wonderland.

STRANGE & FAMILIAR: ARCHITECTURE
ON FOGO ISLAND (DOCUMENTARY SCREENING)
JANUARY 19TH @ THE LSPU HALL, 7PM
Back by popular demand from the St. John's International Women's Film
Festival, Strange & Familiar: Architecture on Fogo Island will screen alongside two wellreceived short films: Jenina MacGillivray's "The Tour" and Rhonda Buckley's "Terranova
Matadora." Strange & Familiar : Architecture on Fogo Island is a documentary exploring the
journey undertaken by social entrepreneur Zita Cobb and Gander-born architect Todd Saunders
to realize a dream. Zita has dedicated her time and money to the creation of not only a
spectacular inn on the point, but also a hugely fruitful social experiment. She engaged the entire
community of Fogo, encouraging them to contribute centuries worth of local knowledge to the
project. If you have already visited the inn you will admire this beautiful chronicle of its creation.
If you haven’t visited yet then this doc will take you there—for only the price of your admission
ticket. Tickets will be 15$ or 12$ for students and seniors.

Grants open for 2016
- Artists & Arts Organizations
- Special Events & Festivals
Applications are now being accepted for grants for projects
beginning in 2016.
Application forms, including application guidelines, are available on our
website at www.stjohns.ca. See Forms and Applications under
Living in St. John’s/ Forms & Applications/ Grants.
Deadline to apply:
4 p.m, Friday, January 29th, 2016.
When submitting specify which grant
you are applying for on the envelope.
For more information on Grants:

Call: 311 or (709) 754-CITY (2489)
Fax: (709)576-7688
E-mail: citygrants@stjohns.ca

www.stjohns.ca

Search: CityofStJohns
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Boat Haus
Brings It Big
Time with
Sophomore
Effort
BY CHAD PELLEY

If the sophomore effort is
about growth, than Greg
Hewlett and the band are
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been writing and recording together for
years. Every part of every song comes
together so well, and Noah Bender’s
drive and punch to Hewlett’s already
driving and punchy songs. Dido for the
lead and drums; there’s interesting and
captivating lead guitar work throughout,
and the drummer’s work really adds life
to the songs. There’s a commendable
complexity in the song structures,
the way they skate around the simple
verse-chorus-verse structure with some
nice pauses, builds, breaks, bridges and
a general energy and unpredictability
after you’ve heard them 20 times.

their new album, Coulda

is also consistently laying just the

“4,” where every player is really bringing
it with pounding, driving, utterly unlazy
basslines, some wild hi hat work and
drumfills, innovative vocal work that
bends the voice into the territory of being
an instrument in itself, and there’s some
great guitar work as a nice polish on an
already great track. Songs like “4” and
“Seance” feel like, and are as good as, a
song off one of 2015’s best rock albums,
Wavves x Cloud Nothings.
The album as a whole sounds all its
own though, borrowing the best tricks
from genres as disparate as punk and
whatever breed of busy rock Built to Spill
do. The band is really clicking on this
album too – it’s got more chemistry than
a science lab.
While the first Boat Haus album, and
their first year on the music scene, was
enough to win them The Overcast’s
“Breakout Band of the Year” trophy, Few

Joanna Barker’s

Best 10 Albums of 2015
Here is a list of some very
tasty records I devoured in
2015. I highly recommend
you try them. But these
records are not for nibblers.
Loosen your top button,
eat ‘em all up and lick your
fingers. I’ve included some
suggested pairings for each.

that’ll keep every song interesting, even

The production work on the album

Energy defines the LP. Take a song like

right touch and polish and tone on
these songs to make them shine even
brighter – there’s a distinct touch in the
production of this album that works
well for the sound, from the bit of grimy
distortion on the vocals, to the way
the drums are mixed (tight drums with
effervescent cymbals).
Songs like “Monster Love” are just
different enough from the rest to make
sure there’s a sense of diversity track to
track, but there’s a solid cohesion to the
album as a whole, and not even a scrap
of filler: every song is great.
All in all an awesome, energetic album
you’ll be singing along to and telling
people about. And if you see their name
on a poster, get out to the show – this
is the kind of music meant to be played
in small bars in a town like ours. If this
is the first new local release of 2016,
they’ve set the bar high.

SLEATER-KINNEY
No Cities To Love
Pairs well with: kickboxing. grand theft auto.
body surfing. long kisses with lots of saliva.
COURTNEY BARNETT
Sometimes I Sit and Think,
and Sometimes I Just Sit
Ah yes, the debut that (rightfully) stole the
show. Holy hell! What a record. So many
people are trying (and failing) to re-create
that ageless rock sound that seems so
second nature to this woman. She owns.
Pairs well with: smokes, beers, your best
friends, house parties, late nights, hot slow
summer days.
THE WEATHER STATION
Loyalty
Pairs well with: slow Sunday mornings with
someone you love. bare shoulders. drinking
anything out of a mason jar. meandering
drives through the countryside.
BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE
Power In The Blood
Buffy has been writing and singing
invigorating songs of resilience and cultural
revitalization for decades. She stayed true
to her roots and gave us a powerful record
about politics and love. It crosses genres, and
mobilizes millions. Pairs well with: running,
dancing, getting close with your lover and
decolonization

Too Many Moons felt like an exciting new
project, still coming together, whereas
one listen to this new album, Coulda
Sworn, and you’ll swear these guys have
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basslines are relentless and add so much

standing tall as giants on
Sworn.
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JESSICA PRATT
On Your Own Love Again
Pairs well with: misty morning walks
along the water, stretching, rain, tea,
a grey wool coat.

KAT MCLEVEY
Evergrown
Pairs well with: night swimming. bicycle
rides. road trips. candlelight.
GRIMES
Art Angels
This album is so effing delicious. I can’t turn
it off. Perfect pop beats, hooks, vocal effects,
chorus’, tender melodies and riffs. Lyrically,
she’s throwing punches and delivering
motifs that don’t usually find themselves in
this genre. She’s a game changer. And she’s
blowing my mind. Pairs well with: vigorous
dancing, lasers, sweating (for just about
whatever reason), smashing the patriarchy
ILIA NICOLL
i in team
Pairs well with: getting drunk at home with
one of your favourite people. skinny dipping.
an unexpected adventure. fireworks.
JOANNA NEWSOM
Divers
Newsome somehow managed to make
this record both her most complex, and
most accessible. It’s a mouthful, but it goes
down easy. Few artists teach me as much
as Newsome does. She encourages me to
broaden my mind with her poetry as well as
her profound melodies, arrangements and
instrumentation. Divers is captivating. I find it
hard to do anything else but sit and listen when
I play this record. Pairs well with: sitting. sipping
something you really like. a long train ride.
BJORK
Vulnicura
Would Grimes and Newsom be making the
music they are if not for Bjork? We’ll never
know. And really, I don’t want to consider
the state of art without Bjork’s influence.
This album is softer than her others. It’s
remarkably personal. It’s a breakup album and
love hurts. This record brings all of the very
deep feels. But it’s still a Bjork album, so all of
these deep feels present themselves in a way
you didn’t even know they could. Pairs well
with: heartbreak. wine. lifting free-weights in
your mirror pumping up your broken-hearted
body so you can keep on living and love again.

Music
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David Picco Starts Again with
Return to St. John’s and
a New Solo Album
BY LUKAS WALL

Local rocker David Picco
has returned home after
twelve years of living and
making music in Toronto
and he’s looking to start
again with a new solo
album.
Picco, known for his time as the lead
singer of Jetset Motel, dropped his
fourth album Start Again in November.
The record is a guitar-driven rock record
with touches of folk and roots and 60s
psychedelia, as well as lyrics that focus on
embracing a new phase in one’s life. The
album features a band of talented local
musicians, as Picco is backed up by Brad
Power on guitar, Paddy Byrne on bass,
drummer Chris Donnelly, and multiinstrumentalist Chris Picco, who also coproduced the record. Janet Cull and Megan
Marshall also provide backing vocals,
while Krisjan Leslie recorded and mixed
the record. The group gels well together,
making for an album that’s got a cohesive
sound from start to finish.

PHOTO: PIGEON ROW

Start Again’s opening track, “Baby, I’m Gone
Away,” is a bright, upbeat tune that kicks
the record off with a rocking old-school
vibe. The 12-string electric guitar riffs and
jangly acoustic guitar strumming sail over
the straight-ahead bass and drums that

drive the tune. The hook is repetitive but
effective as the song grooves along.
There’s more of the bright, sparkly
12-string on “Today Never Knows,” adding
more of the psychedelic mood to the
record. The meandering guitar melody
is as unsettling as it is catchy and Picco
sounds at his most cool and collected on
the track. The fuzzed out guitars fill out the
tune and the song builds to a finish as the
vocals float above.

Sea Dogs Debut Seizes All the Right
Pieces from All the Right Influences
BY BRAD PRETTY

“Martha Mansfield” stands out among the
record’s twelve tracks as the only slower,
laid back tune. The song’s marching snare
pattern drives the groove forward under
Picco’s simple vocal melody, doubled by a
distorted electric guitar. The guitars create
a wall of sound with big fuzzy chords as
the song comes to a close, with the organ
providing a nice texture beneath.
The album’s soulful closer “Something in
Mind” takes inspiration from Lou Reed’s
“Ride in to the Sun” and its’ rocking, minor
key groove ties up the record. There’s
more acoustic strumming and gritty
electric guitar, but the catchy hook pulls
the song together, and the airy and almost
haunting backing vocals add great texture.
The organ sounds on the song also provide
some nice depth as it eases to a close.
Start Again is a simple, well-produced
rock record with a steady band, but Picco’s
band tends to steal the show away from
his singing and lyrics on some songs. The
guitar work on the album shines, and is a
key part of nearly every track, perhaps to
the detriment of Picco’s vocals at times.
All in all, however, the record is a wellpolished affair that has some rocking
tracks that should help David Picco to
start again at home in St. John’s.

album that begs to be blasted at an obscene
volume. An album that's best basked in

Dory of Souls, the debut
from Sea Dogs, rips and
roars through eight tracks
that thoroughly treads
through a throng of
inspirations.
It's versatility and musicianship should
come as no surprise; the scurvy-riddled
crew that chugs, beats, and wails through
the savage shanties include St. John's
veterans Dale Drew (Lunge, Physical
Graffiti), Dan Moore (Sheavy), Darren
“Doc” Reid (Clay Mason), Jeff Devereaux
(Electrikompany) and Karl Hawkins
(Wizards of Kaos).

alongside a bottle of the kind of moonshine
that could be easily mistaken for pure
gasoline. It's a big sound for big riffs.
While some of these riffs fall a little short
of real ingenuity or innovation, there's
plenty that are bold enough to hold their
own. Elsewhere they're either backed by a
solid rhythm section, or emblazoned with
Drew's dastardly deceiving range. Able to
switch on a dime from low growls to the
highest howls, Drew breathes life into some
of the more repetitive parts of the album.
But there's plenty of room for everyone
to shine; “Same Old Story” shreds in the
most old-school way possible, invoking
both thrash metal and good ole rock n' roll.
“Wanted Man,” the captain of the vessel,

It's also produced by the legendary
Don Ellis, the man behind the board on
countless St. John's classic albums. It
sounds exactly like what this formula
should concoct; tight, raw, riffy, and really
fucken heavy. Being seated within the royal
lineages of bands like Sheavy and Wizards
of Kaos may be daunting, but these hounds
nobly take up the cause.

reverberates the best of Alice in Chains,
complete with a penchant for quaint verses
and strong harmonies. There's the Kyussesque “On the Run.” Most blatantly, there's
a deep love of Sabbath that permeates
every inch of the LP.
Do you like your music heavy? With
ruthless riffs and wolfish cries? If you do
(and you should), this album is the right

They have spent their years growing a strong

brew for you. It seizes all the right pieces

scene of hard rock bands in St. John's,

from the right influences and makes sure

amalgamating their disparate sounds

it can weather any storm. It's a bounty of

with Sea Dogs. They've built a barge of an

chaos. Dory of Souls ain't no fool's gold.
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All Star Band a Nice Touch on Pilot to Bombardier’s
Sophisticated Sophomore Effort, Wild Bells
wisdom that comes from dealing with life’s
low blows, or moving on from the last thing
the world took away from us.
There is a clear sense the album isn't just the
last 9 songs Bryan Power wrote, but rather the
best of his last 2-3 years, and 9 that gel well.
These are songs he has worked over, toyed
with, and rethought. "Joanie" is a wrenching
song of a man making peace with the woman
who got away. “And if I know tomorrow like I
think I do, tonight will be forgotten in its name.”
As a lyricist, Power is consistently clear and
simple in the poignancy of his words. This trait
nails home the notion that lyrics can matter
as much as music in making us care about the
song. People respond to honesty, and on Wild
Bells, the lyrical honesty pairs well with the
sincerity and authenticity of the music.

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

As for the music, it is altogether unconcerned
with emulation: the music here is its own
breed of whatever genre you want to brand it
as. Bryan has carved out or invented his own
place within the singer-songwriter genre, and
it’s a sound that would appeal to music fans of
many demographics.
The hook-heavy single "Summer Nights" is

What you get when
you combine one of the
city’s most suave and
sophisticated songwriters
with the city’s finest
musicians – Adam Hogan
(Hey Rosetta), Chris
Donelley (voted Best
Drummer in Town), Steve
Maloney, Robbie Brett
(Repartee), Ian Cornelissen
(The Domestics), Katie
Baggs, Ilia Nicoll, Aaron
Collis, Tom Power, and then
some – is, naturally, one of
the best local releases in
quite some time.

What is to be praised here is the time and
thought that's gone into these nine songs.
Every song on the new album is the product of
a careful and calculated songwriter, and every
song is recorded by the book in the way they
build, and fill every space with just the right
flourish of instrumentation, never letting our
interest wane.
If you read up on recording albums, there are
some rules. There's a term "sweetening the
mix," where the trick is to, as an example,
introduce some keys and backing vocals in
the second verse that weren’t there in the
first. Or there's lead guitar in only the second
chorus. Every song on this album fills every
bit of space in the background with a bed
of innovative sound texture that perfectly
imbibes the sentiments and ambiance of each
song. And the songs are so good and varied.

What Adam Hogan is up to on lead throughout
the album is an uncommonly interesting
and an atypical use of lead guitar. Check out
the outro to one of the album’s strongest
offerings, “Long Time Coming.” These little
flourishes keep a song engaging and fluid
enough to keep you on the line. Also, there's
more than 5 different people singing on the
album to keep things full and varied.

the album’s liveliest moment, and bound to
be your favourite song of the week, or month,
if you haven’t heard it yet. It’s strategically
placed as a second track to meet the need
modern music listeners have for loving a song
on first listen, but the album’s more subdued
and nuanced tracks, like the title track, “The
Day We Soared,” and the slow builder “Grown
Man Mistakes” showcase Power’s potential
for crafting a song that matters and makes

This album goes beyond whether you like the
songs to being a lesson in how songs ought to
be built, and how far a little patience goes in
putting an album together. The mood evoked
on the album is affecting and genuine, and the
lyrics are sincere and sung clearly enough to
do what music does best: tug at the heart and
make you nod, “Been there, man. Been there.”
Better still, the songs aren’t just whining and
pining, they’re sharing the post-heartbreak

you feel something.
And it’s the polish he and the all-star band
put on these songs that make them shine
so bright. There is a right and wrong way
to build a house so it is solid. And there is a
right way to build a strong song. This album
is full of them. The first four songs alone
make this the next album you need to buy if
you’re a fan of the genre.
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“Cod Sounds”
is Offering The Ultimate
Cooking Courses
This Winter
It’s reflected in our local

Here are the next

restaurants right now:

offered through Cod

eating local fare is eating
healthy and well. The
idea of someone building

few cookery classes

They’re all $150
+ tax, but these are
invaluable life skills
that’ll last you a
lifetime of dazzling
family, friends, and
loved ones.

Sounds. They’re all $150 +

and again! We will make three

where the familiar pork cuts come from as

types of classic cured meats; these

well as the lesser known but equally delicious

may include, pancetta, bresaola,

selections. We will talk about how and why

prosciutto, or coppa.” Students will

we use specific cuts in certain types of dishes.

tax, but these are invaluable life skills that’ll

also prepare a traditional dish that shows

Your instructor will prepare a beautiful meal

last you a lifetime of dazzling family, friends,

them how to utilize their newfound treasures.

showcasing our Newfoundland pork, talking

and loved ones. The classes are 3-4 hours

you through the steps as we go.”

an experiential business

long, and “Classes are hands-on (unless

around foraging in our

stated otherwise). Be prepared to roll up

THE BASICS OF BUILDING
FLAVOUR (May 01)

NOSE TO TAIL

your sleeves and get into it.”

“Learn how to build a unique depth of

(Offered on Demand)

flavour in your dishes so that they taste

Simply email Lori if this course interests

forests and cooking up
those goods on the spot
seems a no-brainer, for
both locals and tourists
alike. Enter Lori McCarthy.

PASTA

like a professional chef made them! These

you. “We all like the idea of practicing the

(January 31)

techniques are universal and once you have

‘use everything, waste nothing’ approach to

“You will learn the basics of pasta flour,

learned them you will be able to apply them

cooking, but how is it done? You will learn

kneading by hand, rolling, and shaping. We

to all your cooking. We shall prepare a classic

what to do with the often-overlooked parts of

will make two different shapes, including

French dish from beginning to end, building

the pig, such as the organs and lesser-known

one filled pasta. Our filled pasta will contain

flavour as we go. We will also make a simple

cuts. After demonstrating how to clean and

whatever the season provides; some

bread to accompany our meal.”

prepare these treasures for cooking, you

Lori spent her childhood watching her

examples include roasted squash, spinach,

grandmother preserve a season’s harvest for

and ricotta.”

the winter. And now her childhood memories

will learn how to make a pork terrine and a

THE ART OF PASTRY

chicken liver mousse with a beautifully spiced

(June 26)

chutney to accompany our dishes.”

of beach boil-ups and combing fertile berry

THE CASUAL DINNER PARTY

Crafting your pastry is at the heart of

grounds have blossomed into a business of

(February 26)

comfort food. There’s more to a pie than its

sharing these experiences with people.

“Learn how to master the casual dinner party

ingredients; it is about the loving care that

LORI ALSO GIVES GUIDED
RESTAURANT TOURS

While we’re in the off season for the fabulous

with ease! With make-ahead dishes and a

goes into its creation. Understanding the

Lori will guide you through the culinary

foraging experiences she offers people – read

little planning, you can enjoy a glass of wine

basics of pastry and fillings will give you the

treasures of downtown St. John’s: our

more here: codsounds.ca – she doesn’t go

when your guests arrive and engage them

confidence to take on your own projects at

restaurants and booming new food culture.

dormant in the winter. She takes her role of

from start to finish. Our favourite way to

home. We start from the bottom of the pie

The tours take you to what she calls four of

educator to the kitchen, in hopes you’ll join

entertain these days is a casual sit around

and work our way to the top, learning tricks

the city’s hottest spots. “At each stop, you’ll

her for some pretty terrific “Shared Cooking

with a flow of shared dishes to keep everyone

and tips along the way. After we finish the

have the opportunity to taste their specially

Experiences and Cookery Classes.”

tasting and talking throughout the evening.

class we shall sit, share and savour the fruits

selected offerings alongside a beverage.”

You will learn six dinner party dishes step by

of our delicious hard work.

What does it set you back? $100.00 per

Whether you are a well-seasoned cook, or

step, eating as we go.”

person, with a max of 10 people per tour.

INTRODUCTION TO BUTCHERY

These are seasonal, from July – September,

you; her classes are a mix of demonstration

INTRODUCTION TO CURING MEAT

(Offered on Demand)

but off season tours are available for private

and hands-on activity, and explore everything

(March 20)

Simply email Lori if this course interests you.

groups (minimum of 8 people). The fabulous

from traditional Newfoundland fare to

“Making your own bacon may sound like a

“The art of butchery is an age-old skill. In this

four restaurants on the tour are: Chinched

Italian breads and pastas, cheese making,

daunting task but if you make it once, you

class, we break down a side of a locally raised

Bistro, Basho, The Reluctant Chef, and ...

charcuterie, and butchery.

will not be able to resist making it again

pig into its fundamental cuts. You will learn

book a tour to find out the fourth.

just a food enthusiast, Lori has a class for
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6th BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATIONS
Thank you St. John's yogis!
Now, let's party!

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9
All classes are FREE!
+
Birthday Party & Open House 12-4pm:
Prizes! Snacks! Sale!

125 Long's Hill / 743.8303 / novayogaonline.com
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Mochanopoly

Board Game Café Finally
Got Itself Opened
BY LAUREN POWER

Social life may be getting
more digital, but board
games are still a very
satisfying way to spend
time with people.
The appeal is something that has been
tapped into by Toronto’s Snakes and Lattes
and other successful play cafes around
North America. As of late December, the
city of St. John’s got its very first and only
dedicated board game café.
Mochanopoly Board Game Café is located
at 204 Water Street – the space formerly
occupied by Coffee and Company near
the courthouse. It’s a joint venture of
brothers Leon & Erich Chung. Leon is a
freelance artist/illustrator and art teacher,
and Erich is a photographer and owner of
the China House in the Torbay Road Mall.
“It’s a hangout coffee shop where people
may enjoy a leisurely game of Scrabble,
or an intense all-out game of Risk or King
of Tokyo to declare who’s the champion
amongst friends,” says Leon.

Kick start your asana!
30 DAY
$108 / starts January 6
CHALLENGE

/ THE OVERCAST /

For $5 per person, guests can explore their
vast collection of board games and card
games, currently totaling 151 games in all.
So there are games on offer for everyone’s
tastes, from easy-to-play party games like
Cards Against Humanity or epics like the
Game of Thrones tabletop game. Since
some tabletop games have intricate rules
and lots of moving parts, the shop has
game gurus on staff to assist or to give a
friendly suggestion. “A nice long favourite

board game of mine is the always-reliable
Catan,” says Leon. “King of New York is
one I always enjoy when I’m not looking for
anything too long,” he says, referring to the
hit tabletop game which plays like King of
the Monsters meets Yahtzee.
Along with the games, customers can hit up
the beverage menu for coffee, espressos,
specialty lattes, milkshakes, and adult
beverages (liquor licence pending). “My
personal favourite is the Nutella Latte,” says
Leon. “Because Nutella … nuff said.”
For marathon sessions, hungry patrons can
partake in the menu of gourmet sandwiches
(with veggie and vegan options) and desserts
like assorted cookies, apple pies, Belgian
waffles, cheesecake, and ice cream.
To quote a recent Facebook post, “Since
board game cafes’ popularity originated in
Asia, I think it's only fitting we serve some
Asian style cafe treats at Mochanopoly.”
And they look pretty damn good.
Mochanopoly have already tested their
operation on the folks at Sandbox Gaming.
They’ve gotten their stamp of approval. “What
a fantastic experience! There were games
aplenty, and the staff was super friendly. I
thought their menu all sounded fantastic and
was having a hard time deciding until I saw
the words Milk and Cookies.’ That's right
ladies and gents, they have Milk and Cookies
on the menu!,” says Ashley Quirke.

Mochanopoly Board Game Café will be open from noon until midnight.
Visit them on Facebook at facebook.com/MochanopolyCafe.
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The Thing Is: You Don’t Slash a Nationally
Renowned Industry That Is Making Money
to Compensate for One That Isn’t
THE ARTS SECTOR GENERATES
MONEY: MORE THAN $400 MILLION
A YEAR IN FACT
There is one way to interpret a 50% cut to a
city’s Arts Sector: our city councillors believe
the arts are a frivolous hobby, not a profession;
they see the arts as a money bleed, not an
industry; they think artists are lucky to get
any scrap they doled out to them, and should
be grateful, not revolting, when they chop the
scraps in half. They’re wrong about all that.
We’re not leeches, we’re an industry. In fact, we’re
an industry that fuels others: The Arts employ
not only artists, but retailers who sell our wares.
Those retailers have numerous employees. Think
of city beacons of culture like Fred’s Records or
the Christina Parker Art Gallery.
And The Arts do make money, investing in
them is not about handouts, it’s about investing
a little money that’ll go a long way. Statistics
Canada says that in 2010, cultural industries
in Newfoundland and Labrador generated 424
million dollars, while other “entertainment
industries” like sports only contributed $49 million
to total provincial GDP. Why aren’t stats like these
part of the conversation around The Arts?
Of the city’s $302 Million Dollar Budget, the
arts will receive $100,000. That’s 0.03%. Our
city places that much value in a sector we are
known for nationally? Like many citizens, the
majority of our councillors just don’t get it: Arts
grants are business grants, because the arts
are a business – retailers sell art and books
and music, and, artists are hobbyists: we make
money off what we make, from our publishers
and producers, or ticket and album sales. The
Arts are also of benefit to other industries in a
synergistic manner: Musicians help restaurants
and bars fill seats, or conventions and cruise
ship arrivals sail more smoothly.

It’s clear our city and province are hurting from
oil sector lows, which only means one thing:
we need some economic diversification: we put
all our eggs in the oil basket, and look what
happened. We should be watering healthy
industries like our nationally renowned arts
sector, not leaving them out to dry up.

WE’RE GUTTING THE GUTTED,
AND PUSHING AWAY PRODUCTIVE
ARTISTS
Prior to this slash, The Arts industry here
was already drastically under-funded. Based
on stats from 2013, cities of comparable size
clearly allot significantly more to The Arts
– like Barrie, Ontario ($2.53 per capita) or
Victoria, BC ($4.11 per capita), but us, the city
of legendary arts culture, came up with $1.72
per capita in 2013.
If you’re not supporting your artists, they’ll
move away and make their living elsewhere,
promoting the arts industries of provinces
other than our own. Just ask these recently
emigrated local artists: Mark Bennett, David
Blackwood, Kyle Bustin, Jordan Canning,
Stephen Dunn, Don Ellis, Cathy Jones, Megan
Greeley, Johnny Harris, Matthew Hornell, Joel
Thomas Hynes, David Kaarsemaker, Jillian
Keiley, Graham Kennedy, Susan Kent, Mary
Lewis, Mark O’Brien, and dozens and dozens
more.

painters, and Bing Crosby’s Christmas albums
are still selling. Like any good investment: art
lasts forever. Unlike, say, a non-renewable
resource.
And what kind of liveable city doesn’t have
festivals and performances to entertain us,
and, the tourists who fuel the tourism industry
we so heavily rely on, financially? Without
grants those things won’t get made so well
or so easily. To quote Festival of New Dance
Director Calla Lachance, who is currently
planning a huge national conference and
showcase for 150 dance professionals from
across Canada – who will spend money in our
city. “I can’t help but feel a tad embarrassed,
perhaps even a fool, to work so hard to show
off our great city, to what end? So the City can
ride the coat tails of our vibrant arts community
while they simultaneously starve us and take
us for granted?”

WE’RE INVESTING 0.03% OF OUR
BUDGET INTO AN INDUSTRY WE’RE
KNOWN FOR NATIONALLY?

UNLIKE MOST INDUSTRIES, THE
ARTS BUILD BANK AND CULTURE

We have the privilege of living in a city
known nationally for being an arts mecca of
unparalleled proportions. The film scene here
is booming more than ever, we have exportably
good music in every genre, many of Canada’s
favourite authors are from here, we were the
only Canadian province with visual artists at
this year’s highly esteemed Venice Biennale,
etc, etc. City council acknowledged that reality
by cutting funding to the arts in half.

From a cultural standpoint, the arts industry
not only produces products that generate
money, it also generates a self-perpetuating
scene and momentum, that in turn provides
entertainment to boot. Think about the impact
art has on the world: in 2015, we still study
the thoughts of dead authors in university,
art galleries cash in big time on art by dead

Too few people seem to know it, but
Newfoundland is considered the country’s
goldmine for Canadian fiction. I like going
to Toronto and having people tell me how
much they love our novelists – because ten
years ago it was, “Tell me a Newfie Joke!
Say something silly!” The Arts have played a
big part in the cultural evolution and public

perception of this province, and Arts Grants
have been a helping hand.

ONE NIGHT PROVED WE DON’T NEED
YOUR SUPPORT. BUT COULD USE IT
It’s odd that our city website would tout our
booming arts scene as a reason to visit or live
in St. John’s, while leaving it in the fine print
they think it’s worth less than 1% of its budget.
If there’s good news, it’s that good art will find
its own way, and as a culture, the impulse to
create and share art is bred in our bones.
December 16th – the day I heard of the arts cuts
– I went to a house show, where performers
were passing a hat for Syrian refugees. Songs
were played not just by exceptionally talented
musicians, but by multi-disciplinary folks, like
the award-winning novelist Michael Winter, and
award-winning filmmaker Jenina MacGillivray.
I just kept thinking, If you don't know what this
feels like. To live in this city. To see and hear
and appreciate what I am experiencing right
now, then don't run for council here.
The night, simply put, was arresting, beautiful,
and reassuring. We will find a way to make our
art without our elected officials helping us do so.
But we would bloom brighter with their support.
Please reconsider your budget slash, and more
importantly, please reconsider running for city
council if you do not appreciate what truly makes
this city so rich, real, liveable, and a tourist
attraction: our small business and arts sectors.
If you swing a machete at small business and
The Arts in this town, it’s your own value to
us as council members you’re chipping away
at. Councillors are replaceable every election,
but our nationally renowned arts scene is
irreplaceable, going nowhere, and will be here
waiting to bloom when the right councillors
come along on a ballot.
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The Screens They Are A-Changin’
The evolution of The Newfoundland
and Labrador Film Development
Corporation BY MARK HOFFE
Next year, The Newfoundland
and Labrador Film
Development Corporation
(NLFDC) heads into its
20th year as a vital source
of financing, training, and
advocacy for our province’s
film, television, and digital
media industry.
Since its inception, the NLFDC witnessed
inspiring growth due to solid execution of
its mandate and administration of both its
Equity Investment Program and The Film
and Video Industry Tax Credit, the latter coadministered with the Department of Finance.
“We realized very early in the game that to
ensure the continued growth of this industry
in the province, we had to focus on indigenous
productions, inter-provincial co-productions,
and/or international co-productions,” says
Executive Director Chris Bonnell. “It has
been a very collaborative effort between the
provincial government, the Board of Directors
and staff of the NLFDC, and our main client,
the local producer.”

interactive digital media industry. The
province’s current production activity is in
excess of $43 million.
The times are indeed a-changin’. “Our
mandate is expanding to include screen
industries as a whole and there is huge
potential for growth in this province,” says
Bonnell. “Since 1997, the total production
activity in Newfoundland and Labrador is
$313 million and has leveraged over $251
million to this province.”
Manager of Programs Dorian Rowe
agrees and encourages emerging industry
professionals to get in touch. “Everyone’s
projects and career paths are unique,” says
Rowe. “Regardless of whether one of our

In October 2015, the government announced
The Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit – also
co-administered with the Department of
Finance – to support and retain the growing

LOCAL ACTOR MARK O’BRIEN
LANDS ANOTHER BIG ROLE BASED
ON F. SCOT FITZGERALD’S FINAL,
UNPUBLISHED NOVEL
Mark O’Brien is best known for his role as dumb ol’
Des on Republic of Doyle, but his IMDB resume has been getting pretty
impressive, including his recurring role on the AMC TV series, Halt and Catch
Fire. He also made an appearance in Hannibal. His latest news is that he has joined
the cast of The Last Tycoon, a drama based on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s final unfinished
novel. Other cast members include Enzo Cilenti and Kelsey Grammar (Cheers, Frasier).
O’Brien will play the role of Max Miner – “a displaced down-and-outer who’s livid at
his misfortune.” Miner is a homeless man who still looks after his younger siblings, 14
and 8. Amazon Studios – Amazon as in Amazon.ca – will produce the movie, which is
inspired by the life of film mogul Irving Thalberg. “The Last Tycoon centers on Stahr,
Hollywood’s first wunderkind studio executive in the 1930s as he climbs to the height
of power pitting him against his mentor and current head of the studio Pat Brady, a
character based on Louis B. Mayer. With Stahr as a focal point, the series delves into
the true violence, sex, and towering ambition of Hollywood in the ’30s.” The show was
originally developed at HBO, and was written by Billy Ray (Captain Phillips, The Hunger
Game). This isn’t the first time Fitzgerald’s final novel was brought to the big screen –
Elia Kazan directed a version of it in 1976, starring Robert De Niro.

our job at the NLFDC is also to promote the
industry in general. They are welcome to
contact either Laura Churchill or me. Our
contacts, and detailed program information, is
all on our website.”
As Industry Analyst Laura Churchill points out,
promotion and access to international markets
is just as high on the NLFDC’s list of priorities
programs: “With the help of ACOA and the
Department of Business Tourism Culture and
Recreation, we’ve been focusing on Business
Development Missions, not only to Los
Angeles, but to Berlin, London, New York and
a few other international markets. Each year
our clients are building on their connections
through these missions, which helps give their

When the NLFDC launched in 1997, most films
were still shot on celluloid, the World Wide
Web and the DVD market were just gaining
momentum, and provincial film and television
production activity was at $1 million.
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programs is a fit at this stage of their careers,

as the administration of its various financing
Committed to its mandate and in lock step
with the provincial industry’s evolution,
the NLFDC continues to grow and nurture
industry professionals as they branch out
across an international landscape dotted with
traditional and emerging media consumption
technologies.
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projects legs. Connections are an integral part
of this industry. Being able to help facilitate
them is one of the best parts of the job.”
The NLFDC is a vital connection for any local
film, television, or digital content producer to
have.
Reach out to the NLFDC via their website:
www.nlfdc.ca

EASTERN EDGE GALLERY WELCOMES
NEW DIRECTOR, PENELOPE SMART
Local Cultural hub and art gallery Eastern Edge has a new face at the helms:
Penelope Smart. Smart started in December, after she was selected from a competitive
pool of national applicants. Outgoing director, Chloe Lewis, is moving on after winning
the prestigious, year-long Canada Council for the Arts International Residency at the
Künstlerhaus Bethanien in Berlin, alongside her artistic collaborator Andrew Taggart.
“The board of Eastern Edge Gallery is thrilled to welcome Penelope Smart as our new
Director, and is excited about the experience and cutting-edge vision she brings to the local
contemporary arts scene” says John Weber, Chair of the Board of Eastern Edge Gallery.
“Penny’s energy is already obvious and we are confident not only that Eastern Edge will
remain at the forefront of creative expression in St. John’s, but will have a significant
impact on the contemporary Canadian arts scene under her guidance.”Penelope says her
directorship of Eastern Edge will be lead by her concerns as an emerging curator. “I believe
an exhibition does not need to be a tranquil place, an entertaining one, or even a beautiful
one, though it may be all of those things. A successful exhibition transforms us – or more
accurately, unmasks us. I see my role as director as linked fundamentally to a meaningful
art experience of our local community and growing national and international audiences."
Penelope is from Red Lake, Ontario, and is a curator, writer, and art advisor, with an MFA
in Criticism and Curatorial Practice from OCADU, where she received the President’s Award
for Outstanding Achievement in Graduate Studies. She has held curatorial positions at
MULHERIN galleries (Toronto/New York) and The Art Gallery of Ontario.
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Who's the Boss?
Meet Your District Leaders for the Next Few Years in Greater St. John's
Below is a brief summary of who we’ve elected to represent the 10 districts of Greater St. John’s.

CONCEPTION BAY SOUTH
BARRY PETTEN (PC)

MT. PEARL NORTH
STEVE KENT (PC)

MT. PEARL – SOUTHLANDS
PAUL LANE (LIBERAL)

MT. SCIO
DALE KIRBY (LIBERAL)

ST. JOHN’S CENTRE
GERRY ROGERS (NDP)

• Professional Background is 20
years in counselling people
with mental health issues.
• Board work has included time
with the NL Association of
Social Workers. He has 		
also served 6 years as a 		
commissioner with the 		
Eastern Region Municipal 		
Appeals Board.
• Served on the provincial
executive for 4 years, as
an area VP, and worked for
the Government of NL as 		
Executive Assistant to the
Minister of Transportation and
Works from 2009–2014.

• Political career launched
early: In 1999, he was 		
recognized by Maclean’s as one
of the top 100 Canadians to
watch; In 1997, he became the
youngest elected public
official in the history of Mt.
Pearl, and after receiving a
record number of votes, he
was elected Deputy Mayor.
• Former mayor of Mt. Pearl
(2003–2007); has been the
MHA for the Mt. Pearl North
District since 2007.
• Has served in several 		
Ministerial roles and
is currently serving as the
Deputy Premier, Minister of
Health and Community
Services, and Minister 		
Responsible for the 		
Office of Public Engagement.

• Has been both a Mt. Pearl city
councillor and deputy mayor.
• In 2014, to protest Kathy
Dunderdale’s leadership/		
government, he jumped
ship to join the Liberals, 		
stating that “the vast majority
of my constituents support me
and the work I am doing,
but they no longer have
confidence in our 		
government.” He had been the
Progressive Conservative 		
Caucus Chair.
• Paul has been the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister of
Innovation, Business, 		
and Rural Development, and
prior to launching his 		
political career, he worked in
occupational health and safety.

• Critic for the Department of
Education and Early Childhood
Development.
• Kirby, along with Christopher
Mitchelmore, jumped ship from
NDP to the Liberals in 2013,
in protest of Lorraine Michaels’
leadership of the party. Prior to
that, he had been their 		
president, hailed as “the 		
architect” responsible for the
2011 campaign that won
the NDPs their record of 5 seats.
• Background is in education: he
has several awards for his
work as a scholar and 		
researcher. Back in the 1990s,
Kirby was chairperson for the
NL component of the 		
Canadian Federation of
Students, and he led a 		
successful campaign to freeze
tuition fees in NL.

• Gerry is an award-winning
filmmaker and solid social
activist and arts advocate, and
regularly places as a Most Vital
Activist in St. John’s during
The Overcast’s annual 		
People’s Choice Awards.
• A graduate of MUN’s School of
Social Work, she helped open
NL’s 1st Transition House, and
is well-known for her role in
successfully getting the Family
Violence Intervention Court
reinstated and expanded after
government closed it in 2013.
• Gerry has put affordable housing
at the top of the public agenda,
calling for a concrete Housing
Strategy for NL and she is to
be credited with the All Party
Committee on Mental Health
and Addictions passed 		
unanimously in 2014.

ST. JOHN’S EAST – QUIDI VIDI
LORRAINE MICHAEL (NDP)

ST. JOHN’S WEST
SIOBHAN COADY (LIBERAL)

TOPSAIL – PARADISE
PAUL DAVIS (PC)

WATERFORD VALLEY
TOM OSBORNE (LIBERAL)

• Loraine “has dedicated her life
to social justice – as an 		
educator and a politician.”
• She was party leader for the
NDP from 2006–2015.
• She worked from 1999–2006
as the Executive Director of the
Women in Resource 		
Development Committee, and
partnered with business,
labour, government, and 		
education to achieve
employment equity in
the natural resource 		
development sectors in 		
Newfoundland and 		
Labrador.

• Prior to entering politics, she
owned and operated diverse
companies including a biotech
company, a medical research
company, and a privately held
fish harvesting company. She’s
a past chair and governor of
the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce, and former 		
president of the St. John’s
Board of Trade.
• Coady spent 3 years as an
MP for the riding of St. John’s
South–Mount Pearl,during
which time she was a member
of the Industry Committee, and
vice chair of the Operations
Committee.
• She has been recognized as
one of the Top 50 CEOs in 		
Atlantic Canada, has received
the Queen’s Jubilee Medal, and
is a political commentator
for CBC.

• Davis was the 12th premier
of Newfoundland & Labrador
• His professional background
was with the RNC. He has won
the Crime Stoppers Police
Officer of the Year Award, the
Canada 125 Medal, Queen’s
Jubilee Medal, and the Police
Exemplary Service Medal.
• He started his political life at
the municipal level, serving as
a councillor, then later as
deputy mayor in his home
town of Conception Bay South.
He eventually became an MHA
for his current riding, and
was elevated to cabinet
in 2011, serving as
minister in a 			
number of
portfolios.

VIRGINIA WATERS –
PLEASANTVILLE
BERNARD DAVIS (LIBERAL)
• Academic background 		
is a Bachelor of Commerce
degree from Memorial
University; Currently the 		
executive director and program
co-ordinator of the Church
Lad’s Brigade (CLB).
• Was a city councillor prior to
winning this seat. In addition to
his involvement with municipal
politics, he has served on
many boards and volunteer
organizations over the years.
• Big on sports, Bernard has
coached the St. John’s Junior
Capitals through four national
tournaments. He is also the
head coach of the Feildians
senior baseball team.

• Worked with Statistics Canada
from 1986 to 1990, with Small
Business Enterprise from 1990
to 1995, and with the Penney
Group of Companies from 1990
until the general election in 1996.
• Political career began in 1996,
when he was first elected to
the House of Assembly 		
in the district of St. John’ s
South. He was re-elected again
in 1999 and 2003, 2007 and 2011.
• Has served as Minister
responsible for Environment,
Minister of Labour, Minister
of Health, Minister of Justice
and as Deputy Speaker. He
serves as the Opposition 		
Shadow Cabinet for 		
Transportation and NLHC.
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She Died and My Government
Doesn’t Seem to Care
BY CHAD PELLEY

A diabetic has
insulin imbalances,
a depressed person
has serotonin
imbalances. There’s
no difference. Except
one gets to go to a
nicer hospital.

It was my first day on the job.

and colon cancer. Suicide is the seventh

It’s also worth noting that there’s stigma

because

I was hired to be her help, and

leading cause of death among Canadian

attached to a place built only for the mentally

if I storm

males, and is also in the top 10 for women.

ill. Advocates are wondering why an amply

the ER

Think about that, as there are hundreds of

sized mental health wing wasn’t part of the

complaining

ways to die. Yet suicide is up there with breast

new health science centre, especially as it

about chest

cancer.

continues to grow and expand. They do have

pains and a fast heart, I’m just not going to be

a psychiatry wing, but not one big enough to

waiting as long as my friend who stormed the

absorb the Waterford’s capacity.

mental health wing saying, “I just held a knife

within a few hours it was very,
very clear she really didn’t
even need me there: she was a
workhorse who could do the
work of two.
The job involved a variety of things related
to the distribution of books at a publishing
house. When a truck would deliver 10,000
copies of a new book, she could even use a
pallet jack better than the men delivering the
books, who lifted heavy objects for a living.
I guess what I am doing here, is dispelling the
notion people have about depression. This was
not a lazy woman, or a sad woman. She ran
circles around me at work, she played hockey,
she cracked jokes, she was saucy and sweet,

1 in 5 people means 20% of our friends,
family, neighbours, children, and coworkers

to my wrist, I don’t want to leave my family

are being affected, so it’s easy to say we’re

Despite all of this, in August, the government

all affected by mental illness. Taking this

announced it would be spending 18 million

behind, please, help me.”

down to the level of kids, a survey conducted

on hospitals around the city. The Waterford,

We do invest 100 million a year into mental

with students at Holy Heart in 2014 revealed

however, only got 3 million of that.

health, and should be grateful for it, but it’s

that 22% of the high school’s students had

The bottom line is mental health is just as real

clearly not enough, since I need more than

a diagnosed mental illness, and 53% said

and scary as physical health – a diabetic has

one hand to count the number of perfectly

that stigma is a reason they won’t talk about

insulin imbalances, a depressed person has

good and productive human beings I know

mental health with anyone.

serotonin imbalances. There’s no difference.

who murdered themselves because of a

Except the diabetic gets to go to a nicer

chemical imbalance in their brain that wasn’t

We’ve been promised better mental

hospital than the depressed person, when

corrected in time.

healthcare in this province forever and ever.

things hit the fan with their health.
What to do isn’t really a big question: there

We haven’t gotten it. So stats like these
aren’t a surprise, sadly. Take the Waterford

In March of 2015, Health Minister Steve

are mental health professionals who know

Hospital: who wants to go get better in a

Kent told The Overcast he’d make mental

what this province needs, and there are

place so decrepit there are wings left vacant

health a “top priority,” and said that “We’ve

politicians who could be talking with these

on account of their dismal state. The main

got a system that isn’t sustainable ... there’s

people to do more. Money for mental health

suggestions. I am as surprised as you are that

section of the Waterford Hospital dates

a recognition within the healthcare system

doesn’t grow on trees, no, but nor do real

she murdered herself all alone in a park.

back to 1855.

and there’s definitely a recognition within

issues go away without being addressed.

government that mental health needs more

And money can be shunted from point A

There’s more to be done about stories like

Bathrooms are shared on the units, and

attention.” But recognizing something and

to point B as easily as this city’s provincial

these than we’re doing, and there are more

there is no privacy: most of the rooms have

reacting to it are two separate things.

budget has proven. There are innovative

stories like these than we’re hearing about. I

multiple occupants. Rooms are poorly

came across a startling study in the Canadian

ventilated, outmoded, and stifling in the

In Kent’s own words, “There are more patients

emerge from brainstorming when and where

Journal of Psychiatry that concluded many

summer. Plenty of mental health officials

than ever needing mental health treatment

time is punched in.

suicides are listed as accidental deaths in the

have made it clear this place needs to be

but the services available aren’t cutting it.” We

Canadian Vital Statistics Death Database.

replaced. It’s just not the kind of place

receive about 20,000 referrals to community

No one wants to talk about mental illness,

anyone wants to go. There’s a reason rehabs

services yearly, and that’s going up. We have

or maybe it’s better put this way: unless

and private hospitals are so nice: they

about 3000 admissions to inpatient mental

something makes the news, we don’t hear

need to be inviting to work properly. When

health and addictions, and those numbers are

number below for the NL Mental

about it. So here are some facts: in any given

you’re at your lowest, you don’t want to be

going up. Waitlists for psychiatrists are long

Health Crisis Centre, located

year, 1 in 5 people in this province will suffer

in a cement room with 4 strangers. And a

and diagnoses are delayed. While people wait,

at 47 St. Clare’s Avenue.

from a mental illness or addiction. And the

province leaving its primary mental health

they can naturally slip deeper into despair and

number of suicides in Canada every year

institution in the 1800s says a lot about how

in a crisis situation, emergency rooms aren’t

accounts for almost as many deaths as breast

important we think it is.

always prepared to help. Which is a shame,

had a daughter and partner she loved as much
as you do yours. She was the spitting image of
Ellen DeGeneres, and she was just as likeable.
We got excited about music, swapped a few

solutions to tight budgets, but they can only

Mental Health Crisis Centre
If you are in crisis call the

1-888-737-4668
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People
Reel
Newfoundland’s
Latest
Newsmakers
ST. JOHN’S TEACHER MARIA MULCAHY
USING ART THERAPY IN IRAQ
While NL is doing its part for the Syrian
refugee crisis by taking in refugees, one
local woman is over in Iraq, taking a more
hands on approach, right in the thick of
it, by helping displaced children in Iraq.
Maria Mulcahy is involved with the “Castle
Art Project.” The Castle Art Project is a
weekly workshop that teaches Syrian
teenage girls different art techniques, so
they can express themselves. Much of their
work, she says, confronts the conflict they’ve
seen in Syria, while other stuff just reflects
what any young girl dwells on and goes
through in their tumultuous teens. You can
check out this art on their Tumblr page -castleartproject.tumblr.com. There’s some
nice stuff there. The camp itself is set up
at the site of a former prison, which Syrian
refugees now call home. They’re decorating
their new home in art murals to make it
more liveable, positive, and their own.
CBS COUNTRY SINGER CHARTS
IN ITUNES TOP 10 UNDER CHRIS
STAPLETON
The last time The Overcast spoke with
Mallory Johnson was in the fall of 2014,
when she was headed off to Nashville
after out-singing 400 Newfoundlanders &

however. As she’s told the paper, “I grew

of 2014, Maike received the Young

worked with a Visiting Artists' Program,

up listening to country because my mom

Humanitarian of the Year award from The

which meant spending several weeks each

travelled Canada and The States performing

Canadian Red Cross.

year visiting schools to impart an appreciation

that genre of music, and I was always around
it. When I was 11, I recorded my first album
with my family band ‘The Cormiers.’”

of literature to school children.
CORNER BROOK WELCOMES FIRST
FAMILY OF SYRIAN REFUGEES TO NL

THE GODFATHER’S FRANCIS FORD

Thanks to the efforts of a volunteer

COPPOLA PRESENTS AWARD TO LOCAL

METROBUS DRIVER WINS AWARD

committee in Corner Brook, Newfoundland

FILMMAKER STEPHEN DUNN

FOR HEROISM

has welcoming its first Syrian Family (of

It was a film festival in Morocco (the

Max Benson recently received an award for,

4) this month. Initially, the committee

Marrakech International Film Festival), and

as he says, “doing what any of us would do,”

assumed it would be several more months

it was the film festival’s “Jury Prize” that he

after he saved the life of a pedestrian hit

in the waiting, but the federal government

won, for his runaway hit, Closet Monster.

by a car. He saw the accident happen while

accelerated the application. The committee

Closet Monster was the only Canadian movie

driving his bus down Water Street. There was

says they’ve been working closely with St.
John’s based Association For New Canadians

at the festival, and this is hardly the first bit

a nurse on the street, but it was Benson who
noticed the severe head wound, and ran back

– who will help another 99 Syrian refugees

to his bus for the first-aid kit. He stopped

settle in NL this year. The family – a mother,

the bleeding and waited with the woman for

father, and two elementary aged children

the 20 minutes it took for an ambulance to

– will be coming over from a refugee camp

arrive. Where the heroism comes into, mainly,

in Lebanon. Originally, the family is from

is the fact he suffered second degree burns

a rural Syrian town no bigger than Corner

during the rescue. The woman had been

Brook. Their biggest barrier will be the

under a car, with hot exhaust from a running

language barrier, but the children will be able

muffler blowing at them, which he shielded

to avail of their school’s English as a Second

her from. The Canadian Urban Transportation

Language coordinator. The group raised

Association bestowed him with the award.

$30,000 to bring the family here, and people

But “I don’t want none of this” he says, since

in the community have already offered the

he feels he simply did the right thing.

parents a job. In classic Newfoundland
fashion, a representative of the committee

RULES CHANGED FOR TRANSGENDER

told CBC, “One thing we're worried about

BIRTH CERTIFICATE

is the support that will sort of overwhelm

Until now, a transgender person would have

them, with hundreds of people who want to

to have a gender reassignment surgery if

have them over for dinner right away."

they wanted their gender changed on their
birth certificate. Kimberly Horwood, chief

ACTIVIST AND AUTHOR HELEN

adjudicator for the Newfoundland and

FOGWILL PORTER NAMED TO THE

Labrador Human Rights Board of Inquiry, is

ORDER OF CANADA

seeing to it that we change that rule.

The esteemed local author and feministactivist Helen Fogwill Porter had a bridge

of attention the new movie has received – he
won Best Canadian Feature at TIFF this year,
for example. It was Francis Ford Coppola (The
Godfather, Apocalypse Now) who presented
the award, because he was also the juror.
THIS GUY IN LOURDES DROVE HIS
FRIGGEN CAR INTO SOMEONE’S FRONT
PORCH ON PURPOSE!
Bay St. George RCMP were called to a house
on a Sunday night, because an angry drunk
man threatened the home’s owner ... and
then he took aim at him with his car, hit the
gas pedal of his Ford Focus, and drove right
through the victim’s front door, and into his
porch. The homeowner managed to get out
of the way, but was knocked to the ground.
The driver fled on foot (as if no one would
ever catch him based on the license plate of
the car dangling from this guy’s porch).
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
RECOGNIZE THEIR ROLE IN THE
DEATH OF A WILDLIFE OFFICER
Nearly three years ago, a well-known and

LOCAL RUNS 7 MARATHONS IN 7 DAYS

named after her in town this year, and in

FOR CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY

December, she was named to the order of

Maike van Niekerk lost her mother to

Canada for both her artistic career and her

cancer when she was only 15 years old.

social activism. Best known for her books

And she’s let the loss inspire her to spare

Under the Bridge and January, February, June

a pond on the Northern Peninsula. After

others the same heartbreak. This December

or July, Porter was also a founding member

pleading guilty to the death, the province was

she ran a marathon every day leading up to

of the Newfoundland Writers’ Guild, and, of

fined $70,000 for failing to provide proper

respected fish and wildlife enforcement
officer, Howard Lavers, died on the job.
His snowmobile went through some ice on

and including Christmas Eve. And it’s not

the Newfoundland Status of Women Council.

ice rescue training, and adequate flotation

Labradorians to win Big Jib’s “Next Country

her first time doing something athletically

Also, thanks to Porter, the NL NDP party has

devices, and for not having a “travelling

Star.” Cut to a year later, and her new

challenging for a good cause: during the

a “ Helen Fogwill Porter Fund” to help women

over ice” policy. “The department of Justice

single, “Tupelo,” debuted in iTunes’ top 10

summer of 2014, Maike cycled from St.

who’d like to run for the party. She also

and Public Safety accepts responsibility and

country songs, right under Chris Stapleton’s

Anthony to St. John's to raise money for a

taught creative writing at MUN from 1976-

apologizes for its role in this tragic event.”

“Tennessee Whiskey” – Stapleton’s album is

program she created to help offset the cost

1990, and is credited with helping to start

Part of the fine includes funds to conduct

one of the year’s hottest country releases.

of travel for patients who need to come

the Metroverse program that posts excerpts

an independent safety audit and provide ice

It’s no surprise to those who know her

to St. John’s for treatments. In November

of poems by local on Metrobusses. She also

safety training for at least 100 people.
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Winners Named
for The Overcast
& Coalition of
Persons with
Disabilities’ $5000
Stock Photo
Contest

1st

ABOUT THE CONTEST

in the disabilities depicted in stock photos:

emotion and light. Light IS photography”

In late 2015, The Overcast

while you can find “man with crutches,”

he says. They certainly succeed in all those

you’d be hard pressed to find “drummer with

endeavours. Visit nateandnicolephoto.com to

cerebral palsy.”

see their stunning, original work.

with Disabilities (COD-NL)

So the rules for our contest were clear: a

“Photography is our first love. Nicole and I

photo had to depict a person carrying out their

joined forces three years ago because we

daily activities in a way that felt empowering,

knew we could create more unique, cool, and

with bonus points given to creative flair and

awesome imagery working as a team. We

about disabilities.

a sense of local flavour. We hope the contest

also offer photography classes and have really

helped to change the way our city thinks about

enjoyed watching students learn and improve

As it stands, stock photos of people with

“disabilities” and those in our community

tremendously.”

physical and mental health disabilities are not

living with them. Awareness and education

local, do not depict inclusion, and oddly, they

can help us build a more enlightened,

As for Liam’s winning photo in the contest, his

often feature models faking depression or

inclusive, accessible city for all of us.

subject was basketball player Liam Hickey.

partnered up to build a bank
of stock photos that could
change the way we think
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2nd

Every Day
Power

and the Coalition of Persons

/ THE OVERCAST /

3rd

1st Place $3000 Winner
NATHAN GATES
2nd Place $1500 Winner
MELLISSA PELLEY
3rd Place $500 Winner
SHEILAGH O’LEARY

“I have loved studying and taking photos since
I was fifteen, and have been a photographer
in Newfoundland for over ten years,” he says,
having moved here from New York.

“He's on the Canadian Senior Men's National

“I learned my craft when analog was the only

ABOUT THE WINNER, NATHAN GATES,

Wheelchair Basketball Team and is presently

way, waiting under the glow of a dim red light

AND HIS WINNING PHOTO

training for the 2016 Paralympic Summer

and watching an image materialize on a blank

Existing stock photos also tend to be bleak,

Nathan Gates is one half of “Nate and Nicole

Games,” Nathan says. “I really wanted to get

sheet of paper before your eyes was (and still

like a sad-looking child wearing a hearing aid,

Photography,” a stellar duo available for all

him in action, being himself and doing his

is) pure magic. There is so much to see and

instead of showcasing vibrant, active citizens

of your services from weddings and portraits

thing. So we headed to the basketball court.”

photograph, I could never run out of subjects

carrying out their daily activities from playing

to commercial assignments. “Our goal is

sports to grabbing their groceries, or running

to show people things in a way they might

It is clear from Nathan’s stunning submissions

brain cannot stop contemplating the whole

their business. There is also a lack of diversity

not otherwise see, tell stories, and capture

he is not new to the game of photography.

wonderful process and all the possibilities.”

paralysis, etc., instead of people actually living
with disabilities.

to explore. It's like a new job every day. My
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Second Sight

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

Hey Rosetta’s
wins
the second annual Borealis Music Prize

The Overcast’s Borealis
Music Prize, valued at
$1000, is the province’s
richest music award
for a local Album of the
Year. It honours the one
album that shined the
brightest in the previous
year, in terms of musical
originality, distinction,
and craftsmanship.

And it’s not easy to win: it’s a triple juried

It almost sounds impossible. Their stops

ON SECOND SIGHT: WINNER OF THE

award, meaning one jury creates a longlist,

have included the finest North American

2015 BOREALIS MUSIC PRIZE

a second jury brings that longlist down to a

summer festivals, like Osheaga, Bonaroo,

For their 4th LP, Hey Rosetta had a deliberate

5-album shortlist, and a third jury chooses

Lollapalooza, and Sasquatch. The band

desire to expand on their sound, and they

a winner from the shortlist. That’s a lot of

crafts uncommonly complex songs that defy

successfully created original, lush soundscapes

judgment to endure.

their advanced song structures and sonic

that resonate with and move listeners. In fact, it

textures by being accessible and catchy

was their quest for fully realized potential that

ON THE BAND

singalong powerhouses, track after track

became the thematic concept of the album.

Hey Rosetta is probably our province’s

after track. The musicians are all on their

When they were ready to record their new

biggest musical export of the last decade –

A-game here: it’s innovative, impressive work.

album, they had a long list of songs to choose

not only have they toured every nook of the

Single out any musician, like Phil Maloney’s

from, but found that there was “no real

world, they have a bottle of Australian wine

ridiculously song-bettering drumming or

concept, no over-arching theme to the work.

named after one of their songs, “Red Heart,”

Adam Hogan’s entirely original approach

We had enough songs for an album – but

available at the NLC. They’re a 7-piece band

to lead guitar work, and it’s no wonder

what was the album about? What were we

touring the world, that’s 7 people x three

they’ve become one of the country’s most

trying to say as artists? How did these songs

meals a day x travel x accommodation.

distinguished and dynamic rock bands.

relate to one another?”
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“I’d been thinking about potential, about the

took my lil songs so much further than we ever

“As for the worst of 2015: as someone who

great promise within all of us that we never

had before. The most satisfying song to play

deals with anxiety, touring in a band and

seem to fully realize. And as an artist, I’d been

live for me would have to be ‘Alcatraz’ because

performing every night can, at times, prove

fixating on how to get there. Which led to

it’s a song where the character of it just totally

to be quite trying. A couple of weeks into our

another of the album’s main themes: this idea

envelopes me and I can’t help but be inside it

tour with Stars, in early 2015, I was having

of shifting your vision slightly – moving away

nearly every single time we play it.”

a particularly difficult stretch. During one of

from your everyday, rational, denotative, left-

our shows at the Danforth in Toronto, I had

brain way of seeing the world and embracing

“The most satisfying to write was probably

what I can only assume was a mild anxiety

a more suggestive, intuitive, animalistic, and

‘Trish's song’ because it just fell out in a

attack. My stomach was in knots, and my

ultimately more interesting ‘second sight.’”

matter of hours and was done - one of those

Sonically, Second Sight is marked by a move

gifts you rarely get as a writer.”

into using creative sonic textures moreso than
straightforward riff-driven music: even the

“The most satisfying to put together as a

drums have been given considerable effects

group was probably ‘What arrows’ - to the

in the mix, there are multiple synths going,

extent that it just blossomed so much and so

and any guitar work is playing right into this

easily in such a fitting and new direction, right

unique and spacious sound. Impressively,

up till the last minute in the studio.”

they can pull this calculated sound off live as
well as they do on the album. The Hey Rosetta

TIM'S HIGHS AND LOWS OF A BUSY

sound has become equal parts intimate and

2015 TOURING

orchestral, big and bold and yet restrained,

2015 saw the band’s two “best and biggest

controlled. There’s just too much going on

Canadian tours, and several criss-crosses

in any given song for a listener to grow tired

all over America,” as well as a few weeks in

of a track. And to help hone the sound, the

Europe. “This last tour was definitely the best

band recruited producer Marcus Paquin (The

tour of my life,” Baker says. “The rooms we

National, Stars, Arcade Fire) of Montreal’s

played, the schedule, the crew we had, the

MixArt studio.

band we toured with (Yukon Blonde) - the
whole thing really fell together in a beautiful

THE STORY OF THE LEADING

way. And I think my favourite night of that

SINGLE, “KINTSUKUROI”

tour was in Winnipeg at the Garrick centre - it

Upon recording Second Sight, the band’s

was, for me at least, the first great show of

record label brought up a familiar hurdle for

the tour, where I finally found the right setlist

Hey Rosetta. Second Sight lacked a clear

and flow and energy that we’d been searching

single to launch the album with. “We didn’t

for all over the west coast and prairies.”

have a single, which seems a perennial
problem for us,” Baker says. “We’ve never

There’s of course some lows of a life on

really had a single, but boy do people

the road as well. “We did a lot of old-school

want one. At first we kicked against it, but

touring in America, involving long drives,

eventually saw it as a challenge.”

short sleeps and a lot of thin, weekday crowds
in the south and mid-west. That can wear

chosen, easy-to-sing tunes - intermittently
taking hits from my puffer and drinking
whiskey - but eventually it was obvious that
there was no sound coming out of my body,
and no energy within to have fun faking it. So
I actually invited up some audience members
to sort of karaoke some of our fan favourites.
And you know what - it was actually not that

mind was totally scattered. The idea that there
was room full of people watching us perform
was completely terrifying, so I did my best to
just keep my head down and dedicate what
little concentration I had left to hitting the
right notes on my guitar. Upon finishing the
set, I rushed to pack up my equipment and
headed for the exit, and although I wanted

bad. I took heart in the fact that, while we

more than anything to go back to the hotel

may have disappointed a bunch of people in

and sleep it off, I was convinced by some

the room, for a small few, we made a crazy,

good friends of mine to get a drink at the

unforgettable night.”

bar next to the venue. We sat and talked,
and I told them about my experience. During

ADAM’S MOST SATISFYING

our conversation, the knots in my stomach

SONGS ON THE ALBUM

relaxed, and I started to calm down. I was

“I'm tempted to say ‘what arrows,’ because

reminded that externalizing this stuff is the

of the way that song sort of found itself in the

only way to move past it.”

studio - specifically the outro section. I believe
we were toying with the idea of throwing that

PHIL’S MOST SATISFYING

whole section away, as we hadn’t come up

SONG ON THE ALBUM

with a satisfying arrangement of it. If memory

“I would have to say ‘what arrows.’ That tune

serves me, we were rehearsing it in the studio,

really took a life of its own in the studio and

when Phil, almost sheepishly, started playing

I think it became more than any of us had

that 16th note hi-hat groove. Tim thought it was
kind of cool, so we decided to chase the idea.
A couple of hours later, the section was more
or less arranged and recorded. It was a great
reminder of how important it is to remain open
and uncritical when creating with others. Not to
say that that groove idea was at all radical, but
in the context of the tune, it was definitely a left

expected.
ROMESH’S MOST SATISFYING
SONG ON THE ALBUM
“There are a few that stick out to me for a
variety of reasons. Being able to mix ‘Kid
Gloves’ was totally nerve racking, but an
incredibly enriching experience. For it not to

So they booked another recording session,

you down so fast. I flat-out lost my voice

from which “Kintsukuroi” emerged. “It’s a

a few times - my body’s way of just saying

song about real, broken, messy love, the title

‘f*ck this, dude.’ There was a show in Buffalo

drawn from the Japanese art of mending

ADAM’S HIGHS AND LOWS

that nearly did me in. I couldn’t really speak,

broken pottery with gold, thus producing a

OF A BUSY 2015 TOURING

couldn’t really stand upright actually - had a

“The highlight of the year has to be our trip to

new object of beauty with flaws highlighted

gnarly feverish flu and bronchitis combo that I

Spain, where we played the Evento Sarmiento

instead of hidden – the idea being, that the

actually thought was going to kill me, no joke.

festival. The show took place in the wineries

Hogan and I spent in the dank basement of

object is actually more beautiful for having

The suits upstairs wouldn’t let us cancel the

of El Torreon just outside of Villafranca Del

Rabbittown Theatre sketching and mapping

been broken.”

gig cause I’d cancelled two on the previous

Bierzo in the north of Spain. The stage was

the first draft of atmospheres was a great deal

turn. Cheers, Phil!”

stick out like a sore thumb next to Marcus
Paquin's and Joe Zook's fantastic mixes
is still sort of surreal. The tune ‘Promise’
always tickled my fancy as this swathe of
swirly noises with a few eruptions. The hours

US tour a month earlier, due to an eerily

perched at the top of a hill, which provided

of fun. And lastly, we managed to sneak an

TIM’S FAVOURITES ON THE ALBUM

similar situation. “So I quite literally chugged

a 360 degree horizon of incredible beauty.

audio sample on to the track "Neon Beyond"

“I’m honestly quite proud of the record. It has

a bottle of Buckley’s, took much too large a

There was so much positivity in the air. A real

of a bite of our favourite studio snack of snap

its flaws of course, regrets, I have a few, but

handful of Advil and hit the stage. I sort of

celebration of music, food, and wine! A show

peas and whenever I hear it I can't help but

I think we developed so much as a band and

reeled around the stage for several carefully

that I’ll never forget.

crack a smile.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/HEYROSETTA
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Sparks Literary
Festival to Be a
Bright Light at
the End of a Long,
Cold Month
The SPARKS Literary Festival
was founded in 2009 by poet
and professor Mary Dalton,
who served as the festival's
director for the first 6 years.
As she steps down this year,
MUN’s English Department
will more collectively take
its reigns and keep the good
thing going.
The one-day festival – split up in to 4 sessions
with breaks in between – has always been
a great showcasing of new and established
voices, and of all genres coming out of the
island. Or as the SPARKS website puts it, it
is “meant to catch writers at various stages
of their creative lives.” There’s also a popup bookstore of sorts on hand, selling all
participating authors’ books, and then some.
The Seventh annual SPARKS festival will
take place where it always does: The Suncor
Energy Hall in MUN’s Music Building. There’s
free parking and a free reception afterwards.
SESSION 1: 10-11:40
Session 1 will be chaired by Dr. Joel Deshaye,
who will host readings and brief discourse
with veteran heavyweight Joan Clark; multiaward-winning filmmaker and now author
Jacqueline Hynes; Andrew Peacock, a former
veterinarian who turned his tales of vet life in
rural NL into an acclaimed non-fiction book
called Creatures of the Rock; and Elisabeth
de Mariaffi, a Giller Prize nominee whose
novel The Devil You Know was one of the best
Canadian novels of 2015.
SESSION 2: 1 – 2:20
Session 2 will be chaired by Dr. Larry
Mathews, who will host readings and brief
discourse with Journey Prize & Winterset
Award nominee, Libby Creelman; short

story scribe
and Fresh Fish
SPARKS
Award winner,
will take place on
January 31st from
Dave Andrews;
10am to 6pm
internationally
acclaimed poet
and critic Mary Dalton; and Megan Gail Coles,
whose collection of short stories, Eating
Habits of the Chronically Lonesome, made
headlines and shortlists all year long.
SESSION 3: 2:40-4
Session 3 will be chaired by Dr. Danine
Farquharson, who will host readings and
brief discourse with non-fiction powerhouse
Robert Finley; the poet-turned novelist, and
witty prober of humanity, Patrick Warner; the
innovative and award-winning and multidisciplinary Sara Tilley; and as a special treat
from Dublin, Nuala ní Dhomhnaill, “Considered
the greatest living poet in the Irish language,
she has won every major prize in her field.”
SESSION 4: 4:15-5:30
Session 4 will be chaired by professor and
author Lisa Moore, who will host readings
and brief discourse with; George Murray,
currently making headlines for stepping down
as St. John’s Poet Laureate in the wake of
Arts Budget cuts; rising star Sharon Bala,
whose year has included multiple award wins
and publications; perhaps the province’s most
acclaimed playwright, Robert Chafe; and
visting from up in Canada, one of the country’s
most exciting and acclaimed fiction writers,
Heather O’Neill. O’Neill has won CBC’s Canada
Reads with Lullabies for Little Criminals, and
received extreme acclaim for The Girl Who
Was Saturday Night and Daydreams of Angels
(both Giller finalists).
AWARD TO BE GIVEN OUT
+ A POETRY CONTEST!
The Cox & Palmer SPARKS Creative
Writing Award was established in 2012 by
law firm Cox & Palmer to acknowledge
outstanding achievement in any genre in the
field of creative writing by a current or recent
participant in Memorial’s creative writing
courses. It’s a sizeable award, now worth
$4000. And they really get it right, previous
winners include: Randy Drover, Dana Evely,
Iain McCurdy, Melissa Barbeau.
The deadline to submit to their poetry award
is January 22nd. To read more about it, visit:
arts.mun.ca/sparks/poem.html

Cuffer Prize Release
Its 7th Anthology
EVERY YEAR, THE TELEGRAM RUNS A SHORT STORY COMPETITION, AND THE
TOP 30 ENTRIES OR SO ARE BOUND TOGETHER IN AN ONGOING ANTHOLOGY:
THE CUFFER PRIZE ANTHOLOGY, PUBLISHED BY CREATIVE BOOKS.
The winner wins $2,000, a 2nd place winner $1000, and a 3rd place winner, $500. The
only catch for writers is that the story needs to be set in Newfoundland, and perform
the remarkable task of being a whole, satisfying read in just 1,200 words or less.
Previous winners include Beth Ryan (2014), Eva Crocker (2013), Wanda Nolan (2012),
Grant Loveys (2011), Joel Thomas Hynes (2010), Chad Pelley (2009), and Josh Pennell
(2008). This year’s winner was Jim McEwen, but you won’t find his story “Held” in the
new Cuffer Prize Anthology Vol. VII, as this new book features the top 36 entries to the
2014 competition, including Beth Ryan’s 1st place winner, “Campfire,” and two by Tracey
Waddleton who performed the remarkable task of placing 2nd and 3rd place. (Authors
can submit two stories.) The anthologies are edited by Pam Frampton from The
Telegram, and of this year’s stories, she calls these pieces “three dozen finely crafted
worlds in miniature, each word chosen with precision and care. Because, let’s face it,
when you’re bound to a limit of 1,200 words, you don’t have many to waste.” Among
the authors in this anthology are increasingly familiar names like Randy Drovery, Eva
Crocker, Kerri Cull, Melanie Oates, Iain McCurdy, and Paul Whittle. Musician Gavin
Simms also has a piece in here, as does journalist Harold Walters.

Books

The Two
Michaels
Make the 2016
Canada Reads
Longlist
CBC’s annual Canada Reads
is basically a debate meets
bookclub style showdown.
Five different books are
defended by 5 different
Canadian celebrities, and

JANUARY 2016

This year’s selections collectively “feature
books about transformation and second
chances, stories of migrants, immigrants
and others who are choosing - or forced to make major changes in their lives.”
Canada Reads’ website summarizes
Michael Crummey’s Sweetland thusly,
“When the government of Newfoundland
wants to resettle the small island
community of Sweetland, all the residents
are on board - except for 69-year-old
former fisherman Moses Sweetland.
He refuses to go, and compromises his
relationships with everyone he knows and
loves. He realizes the only way for everyone
to get what they want is to fake his own
death. What unfolds is a mesmerizing tale
of survival, passion and the enduring hold

there is a clear winner.
Previous winners include our very
own Lisa Moore, for February. Canada
Reads is so popular it is credited with
launching the careers of previous
winners like Heather O’Neill (Lullabies
for Little Criminals) and Miriam Toews (A
Complicated Kindness). It certainly ends
in a wack of book sales for the winner.
This year’s 15-book longlist will be weeded
down to the final 5 shortlist on January
20th, and includes new novels from two
legendary local authors: Michael Crummey
(Sweetland) and Michael Winter (Minister
without Portfolio). The other dozen
contenders are Kathryn Kuitenbrouwer’s All
the Broken Things, Tracey Lindberg’s Birdie,
Saleema Nawaz’s Bone & Bread, Antanas
Sileika’s Buying on Time, Kate Pullinger’s
Landing Gear, Dimitri Nasrallah’s Nico,
Caroline Adderson’s Sitting Practice, Emily
St. John Mandel’s Station Eleven, Ethel
Wilson’s Swamp Angel, Rabindranath
Mahara’s The Amazing Absorbing Boy,
Anita Rau Badami’s The Hero’s Walk,
Lawrence Hill’s The Illegal, and a graphic
novel by Patti LaBoucane-Benson & Kelly
Mellings called The Outside Circle.
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STRANGERS AND OTHERS:
NEWFOUNDLAND ESSAYS
BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL

Newfoundland is made of solitude and poetry.
As an orphaned island in the North Atlantic,
its complications are as rich and diverse as
its literary history. Stan Dragland’s Strangers
and Others: Newfoundland Essays acts as a
compass, and charts the heart of the island’s
lyrical terrain.
As a transplanted mainlander, Dragland continues to choose
Newfoundland as home. His collection of essays navigates an initial ignorance mixed with
enchantment towards the island, and how it captured his spirit. Originally from the prairies,
Dragland is a mainstay in St. John’s, and even tells readers his address on Bond Street.

of the place we call home.”

after each round or episode,
one book gets the boot, until

/ THE OVERCAST /

And Canada Reads summarizes Michael
Winter’s Minister without Portfolio thusly,
“The story of Henry Hayward is a story of
a man trying to put his life back together.
Henry goes to Afghanistan as a civilian
contractor working with the military, and
witnesses the death of his best friend in
a suicide bombing. A compelling portrait
of someone who is a casualty of war in
a psychological sense, Minister Without
Portfolio was called ‘essential reading’ by
the National Post.”
Canada Reads' 2016 debate week will
take place from March 21 to 24, and will
be hosted by Wab Kinew. Kinew was a
successful Canada Reads debator for
The Orenda by Joseph Boyden in 2014;
he won the competition.

Dragland’s critical vantage point is somewhat observational, yet astute. He writes, “I’m a sucker
for eloquent prose and sometimes tempted to give more credence than I otherwise would to
beautifully expressed thoughts I don’t agree with. A thing of beauty is not always a joy, not
forever. But here was the kernel of Newfoundland I was just beginning to know.”
While he cautions readers of the harshness, danger, and reality of the place, it is the pull of
foreignness, humour, and resilience of the people that lured him. Newfoundland’s language,
culture, and rhetoric seduced. “In Newfoundland I felt an impetus for asking the old questions
with a new enthusiasm. One of the questions was and is, who am I in this new unsettled context,
and now that I propose to write about it, Marjorie, how can I get it right?”
Through criticism, Dragland attempts to answer life’s questions. It’s as if he is reading his way
through the very crux of the human condition – suffering, displacement, and unease. As someone
who has recently moved back to Newfoundland after swearing off ever living here again,
Strangers & Others is an elixir, and a homecoming.
Language is a living beast, an ever-evolving entity. Newfoundland’s dialects and accents are as
far-flung as its geography. The Dictionary of Newfoundland English is thicker than the Bible, yet
the kaleidoscope of colourful languages and dialect is dissipating. Poet Mary Dalton laments
the loss of accent and dialect of her youth, making comparison to First Nations writers whose
language was stripped in order to assimilate. Dragland is quick to point out Newfoundland
culture isn’t being taught in schools, and its rich folk culture is often scrutinized. The need for
historians, storytellers, artists, and poets is integral.
Playwright and poet Agnes Walsh writes about people, relationships, and place – from Placentia,
Newfoundland to Portugal. Dragland notes Walsh’s ongoing love affair with words, but struggles
with her own relationship to her work. He writes, “there is this recurrent sense of wrestling
with words, sometimes losing to the weight and inertia of accumulated meaning, sometimes
managing to twist meanings her own way. But always there is this conviction, whether the poet
can work them or not, that words are alive.”
Newfoundland poetry and literature is rooted in language. Much like the uniqueness of the place,
its literature is filled with strangeness, and a sense of being othered while at home. Dragland’s
contextualizes how Newfoundland is both inside and inside the Canadian literary canon, yet
entirely of its own volition.
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How To Waste Your
Life on the Web
PART 10 OF 12 BY LAUREN POWER

It’s January, and if you’re a resolutions type of person,
you’ve probably spent some time thinking about wasting
time and making things.
One person that knows a lot about both is Justin McElroy. He co-hosts the modern
advicecast “My Brother, My Brother and Me” and the medical history podcast,
“Sawbones”. He also writes and make videos for gaming site Polygon, which is home

Break Out Your
Art Supplies,
St. John’s:
Heart and
Home Exhibit
and Fundraiser
for Refugees
BY REBECCA COHOE

cheerful and challenging. There are no age
limits, and the exhibit is open to professional
and amateurs. Graphic design, drawing,
painting, photography and most other media
will be accepted- it just has to be able to hang
on a wall.
Along with raising money through the sale
of the prints and a closing party on February
28th at the Sprout (music and food will be
involved, but they’ll announce the details later
this month), RIAC also hopes the event will
help raise awareness of the challenges and
opportunities faced by refugees and immigrants
to this province, including those who have been
affected by the situation in Syria.
Visual art has emerged as an important

to the video series Monster Factory — where Justin and his brother Griffin McElroy

What was the best welcome

aspect of RIAC’s work helping newcomers

push the limits of common decency in the create-a-character mode of various video

you had over the holidays? No

adapt to life here. “For some of our clients,

games.“We’ve been using video games in a way they never, never, never were intended
to used,” says McElroy. “It’s probably not healthy.”
So far, they’ve re-created Garfield in Skyrim, delved into the already freaksome online
virtual world of Second Life, and in their most recent effort using 2015’s Fallout 4,
created The Final Pam (a post-apocalyptic housewife and her husband, Trash Hulk,
along with their sons, a ghost and a coffee can).
It’s one of those things that is better experienced than explained. But what pushes
someone to take a very specific flavour of goof and publish it online? “Honestly, this is

doubt, food and friendliness

art is a universal language, a way to freely
express themselves, even as they are working

were both involved. Heart

hard to adapt to a new language, new people,

and Home, an art exhibit

and a new reality in Canada,” explains Natasha

and fundraiser for RIAC

Blackwood, RIAC’s Fundraising Coordinator
(and keyboardist with rock and roll favourites,

(the Refugee and Immigrant

the Long Distance Runners.) “They’re in a new

Advisory Council) is offering the

place, but they are still able to communicate

same, along with a chance for

through drawing or painting, just like they
did before they arrived. We see it as a way for

going to sound like BS, but the fact of the matter is, I like the idea that somebody could

one person’s artwork to live on

them to connect with what they’re leaving

be having a bad day, and they could watch something that I made, and it will make their

in homes across the city.

behind, but also with their new communities.”

day better,” says McElroy.
“I don’t mean to sound like a Mother Teresa of Internet Content Creation, but that’s the
honest-to-God answer: I just like making stuff that makes people happy. And, for me,
making that stuff is a really good release of creative energy, too.”
“[Making things on the Internet] suits me on two levels: one, there’s a fairly low bar
to entry, and as someone who lives in a rural state here in America, that is really
intriguing because I don’t have to be in New York or go to LA to make stuff. Two, it’s
really immediate. On one day, I make the thing, and the same day, people tell me what
they think about the thing. It makes it feel more like a conversation,
and I really dig that.”
“So many people get hung up on how to make stuff in a
way that’s going to be successful and in a way that they
could make a living off of it. But the fact of the matter is,

They’ll be accepting artwork based on the
theme “welcome” until the end of the month,
when it will all become part of a public exhibit
at The Sprout and at Our Art Gallery (located
at RIAC headquarters,) in February. During
that time, a crew of judges (including Hilary
Winter, director of Gallery 24, and Overcast
writer, Emily Deming) will pick one piece to be

Julia Bloomquist, one of the event organizers,
is also optimistic that the event will help
artists join in making St. John’s a hospitable
place for newcomers, by offering a way to
contribute that doesn’t require making a
large cash donation. “So many people are
interested in lending a hand these days. Heart
and Home is a way to let people contribute

produced as a limited edition print.

to an important cause through art,” says

Artists are encouraged to imagine the theme

out to our sponsors, including Quikprint,

Bloomquist. “I’d also like to give a big shout-

of “welcome” as broadly as they’d like- it’s a

Gallery 24, the Idea Factory, and the Sprout,

complicated concept when you think about

specifically new owners, Greg Dunn and

it, with a lot of possible interpretations, both

Elizabeth Mysyk. Thanks to all!”

PHOTO: NAME HERE

they just need to start making things.”
“My friend Liz Gilbert has a great book called Big Magic,
and she talks about how people wait for permission to be
creative. And nobody gives it to you. You just do it.”

Submissions of art will be accepted at RIAC’s
headquarters at 206 Water St until January 22nd.
For full details, please visit riac.ca.
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Big Science
Stories from
2015
WE’VE FOUND EARTH 2.0
After its 4 year journey in space, Nasa’s
Kepler space telescope gathered enough
data for them to declare we have found a

Strategic Planning for Artists
and Arts Organizations
January 18

new planet – along with 12 other possibly

Learn how to make the dream bigger,
and the steps to get there smaller.

Earth 2.0 is located outside of our own

ArtsNL Grant Writing for
Individual Artists & Arts Groups
FREE | February 1
Navigate your way through the
application process for the Professional
Project Grants Program and the School
Touring Program.

BRAVO! Supporting the Arts
Info Session
FREE | February 1
An overview of the BRAVO! program and
what Cox + Palmer looks for in arts
partnerships.

Nonprofit Governance for
Arts Organizations
February 15
Learn how to cultivate a board that will
strengthen your organization.

Intellectual Property Law
February 29
Examine the current law and learn strategies
to protect your creative work as an artist.
A big thank you to our business community
including Theresa Rahal (Strategic Directions Inc),
Paul McDonald (Cox + Palmer), Kendra MacDonald
and David Gibbs ( Deloitte and Institute of
Corporate Directors), Erin Best (Stewart McKelvey)
and Katrina Rice of ArtsNL for contributing time
and services in support of local arts.

$25 Business & Arts NL members
$35 General public
Registration is required
www.businessandartsnl.com/seminars

habitable ones – that is “the closest twin
to our own Earth as we’ve found to date."
solar system, and has been formally,
and boringly, named “Kepler 452b.” What
separates this exoplanet from others
is its star: all known and previously
discovered planets like ours orbit stars
that are smaller and cooler than the
sun. Nasa scientist Jon Jenkins says the
planet is like Earth’s “older, bigger first
cousin,” and the first one Nasa believe
people will inhabit someday. How does
Earth 2.0 differ from ours? It has twice
the gravity, five times the mass, is 20%
brighter, and is over a billion years older.

drainage systems. Those, like many
floods worldwide, could be prevented
with better drainage technology. Enter
Tarmac’s “Thirsty Concrete,” which can
swallow up to 4,000 liters of water in
a minute. The water is then fed into a

THE TOP 50
ALBUMS OF 2015
BA Johnson – Shit Sucks
Belle & Sebastian – Girls in Peacetime Want to Dance

drainage system that’s connected to

Best Coast – California Nights

groundwater reservoirs. So this concrete

Best Fiends – Best Fiends

swallows up excessive water and feeds it

Bully – Feels Like

back into a city’s irrigation system.

Courtney Barnett – Sometimes I sit and Think
and Sometimes I Just Sit

TRAUMA FOAM A BIG MEDICAL
BREAKTHROUGH
Doctors have invented a sprayable foam –
much like shaving cream – that you spray
over a big, serious, open wound and it
instantly solidifies, preventing fatal blood
loss. The foam actually interacts with
blood cells, making them cluster together

Creepoid – Cemetery Highrise Slum
Crushed Beaks – Scatter
Dave Rawlins Machine – Nashville Obsolete
Decemberists, the – What a Terrible World,
What a Beautiful World
Destroyer – Poison Season
Django Django – Born under Saturn
Eagles of Death Metal – Zipper Down
Elle King – Love Stuff

and form a secondary wall against blood

Evening Hymns – Quiet Energies

loss from the wound. Blood loss from

Gabrielle Pappilion – The Tempest of Old

a trauma is a leading cause of death in

Galaxie – Zulu

North America, so, big breakthrough.

The Go Team – The Scene Between
Gold Star – Dark Days

SOME KIDS CREATED
SMART CONDOMS THAT
CAN DETECT STIS
TeenTech is a challenge wherein kids
aged 11-16 are asked to invent something

Heartless Bastards – Restless Days
Hip Hatchet – Hold You Like a Harness
Houndmouth – Little Neon Limelight
Jack Ladder and the Dreamlanders – Playmates
Jake Xerxes Fussell – Jake Xerxes Fussell
John Moreland – High on Tulsa Heat

But it orbits a star much like our sun, and

“to make life better, simpler, or easier.”

is the same distance from its star, so,

This year, one group came up with a

day lengths would be roughly the same.

simple concept: a condom that changes

Lady Lamb and the Beekeeper – After

Plus, water can exist there. Because it’s

colour when it detects your STI. It’ll

Leon Bridges – Coming Home

1.5 billion years older than earth, we can

glow green say, for Chlamydia, or blue

Lord Huron – Strange Trails

study how Earth will be in 1 billion years,

for Gonorrhea, or yellow for Herpes. It’s

Marine Dreams – Producer’s Wonderland

as our sun’s temperature changes.

called the S.T.EYE, and includes a layer
laced with molecules that attach to the

3-D PRINTED HUMAN
BONES HAVE MOVED ON
TO HUMAN TRIALS

bacteria and viruses associated with
the most common sexually transmitted
infections. It’s still a work in progress.

We can now print bones with a 3D

Josh Ritter – Sermon on the Rocks
Kurt Vile – I B’lieve I’m Goin’ Down

Metric – Pagans in Vegas
Michael Feuerstack – The Forgettable Truth
Modest Mouse – Strangers to Ourselves
Moon Duo – Shadow of the Sun
Nathaniel Rateliff and the Night Sweats – Self-titled
Of Montreal – Aureate Gloom
Old Man Luedecke – Domestic Eccentric

replacement using printed bones has

BIONIC LENSES TO MAKE
EYESIGHT 3 TIMES BETTER
THAN 20/20

already happened for example.

By 2017, there will be “bionic lenses”

Saintseneca – Such Things

that will not only get your vision back

Sam Outlaw – Angeleno

“THIRSTY CONCRETE”
PREVENTS FLOODING

up to 20/20, but 3 times better. BC’s Dr

Siskiyou – Nervous

It is estimated that two-thirds of the

button-shaped lens will be injected into

homes damaged in the UK, during a flood

the eye, “painlessly.” The process will take

in 2007, were damaged because of water

between 5-10 minutes. It’s been 8 years

running off pavement, and inadequate

and $ 3 million in the making.

printer, and we are, and we’re implanting
them into people. The world’s first jaw

Gareth Webb is the man behind them. His

Phil Cook – Southland Mission
Quarterbacks -- Quarterbacks
Ryan Adams - 1989

Sleater-Kinney – No Cities to Love
Subways – The Subways
Sun Kil Moon – Universal Themes
Tame Impala – Currents
Vaccines – English Graffiti
Wavves x Cloud Nothings – Self-titled
Yukon Blonde – On Blonde

Untitled
30
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townie

HARD
TO BELIEVE

Cross

word

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

A Game of Four
Truths and a Lie

The first recorded pizza delivery ever
happened in, no surprise, Italy. This
happened in 1889. The person who
ordered the delivery was the queen of
Italy, Margherita Savoy.

A wise man probably once said that
trivia is the best way to learn a thing

The term “astronaut” literally translates
to “star sailor.”

or two about the place you call
home. Only four of these five
statements are true. Lay off Google,

In Portugal, a lot of people find red ink
rude and offensive.

and guess the false statement.

While filming the movie Syriana,
George Clooney broke his back and
almost died.

1. In December of 2015, NASA launched
a large aircraft from The St. John’s
International Airport. This aircraft was
actually a “ C-130H Hercules airborne
laboratory,” meant to conduct a study called

ACROSS
1. The harbour entrance to Quidi Vidi is 		
affectionately
nicknamed The ?
1. The harbour entrance to Quidi Vidi
is affectionately
Ecosystems Study (NAAMES). It’s a five-year
4. Name of the grad student pub at MUN
nicknamed The ?
6. Former St. John's mayor Suzanne
study meant to investigate what’s going on
was better known as "?" Duff.
4.
Name
of
the
grad
student
pub
at Duff
MUN
at the bottom of the ocean, and how climate
7. Local slang for a questionable character

Across

the North Atlantic Aerosols and Marine

6. Former
change might be affecting
that. St. John's mayor Suzanne Duff was better
known as "?" Duff.
2. Mayor Dennis O’Keefe
has slang
been onfor
St. a questionable character
7. Local
John’s city council since 1997. So, by the
time the next municipal election occurs,
he’ll have been on council for 20 years.
Some voters will have been born after he
joined council.
3. The Newfoundland pony is the lovechild
of 7 different pony species that early settlers
of our island brought here from the British
Isles. One of which was the Galloway pony,
now extinct. So, their genes are still alive,
to some degree, in our NL ponies. Through
a series of crossbreeding, over hundreds of
years, in isolation from other populations of
ponies (since we’re an island), the distinct
Newfoundland Pony was born.
4. Trinity is the birthplace of Bob Fowler, an
Olympic runner who set the world record for
fastest time in a marathon, in 1909.
5. It is estimated that during golf season,
4.8 golf balls a month damage cars driving
by Baly Haly Golf Course on Logy Bay Road.

And Now
You Know

DOWN
Here is a new word for your vocabulary:
1. First name of the man who quit his position
“Vespertine.” It means “of or pertaining
as Poet Laureate in protest of city council
Down
to the night.” So one could call the St.
slashing arts funding. ? Murray
2. 1.
One
of Gros
Morne's
John’s music
scene a vespertine one,
First
name
ofnicer
the communities:
man who quit his position
as Poet
Woody ?
for example.
Laureate
in
protest
of
city
council
slashing
arts
funding.
?
3. The restaurant space once held by
Murray
The Club is now home to Bernard ?
There is a scientifically proven Best
5. Frontman for Hey Rosetta: Tim ?

2. One of Gros Morne's nicer communities:
?
Time Woody
to Nap: between
1pm and 2:30

pm, Club
when our
bodies naturally dip in
is now
3. The restaurant space once held by The
body temperature.
home to Bernard ?

5. Frontman for Hey Rosetta: Tim ?

If you think pet shedding is bad,
you’re not so great yourself: most of
us lose 50-100 hairs a day from our
heads and bodies.
It is estimated that the music industry
generates $4 billion in online music
sales, but loses $40 billion to illegal
downloads.
The Spotted Hyena can digest bones.
“Melba toast” is named after
an Australian opera singer named
Dame Nellie Melba, who died in 1931.
There is scientific evidence that if you
dream about an activity a lot, it can help
you get better at it in the real world.
The dirtiest thing in most people’s
houses, and dido for hotel rooms, is a
remote control.
The best selling musical instrument
in the world isn’t the guitar; it’s the
harmonica.

TOWNIE CROSSWORD ACROSS: 1 Gut 4 Bitters 6 Shannie 7 Skeet DOWN: 1 George 2 Point 3 Stanleys 5 Baker HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #5 is false.
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MOKSHA YOGA ST. JOHN’S

DAY
CHALLENGE

JAN. 29 TH - FEB. 27 TH

$130 FOR NON-MEMBERS
$104 FOR STUDENTS + SENIORS
$10 FOR VIP + CLUB 365 MEMBERS

LET THE COUNTDOWN BEGIN... THE 30 DAY CHALLENGE

IS A PERSONAL CHALLENGE TO COMPLETE

30 YOGA CLASSES IN 30 DAYS
PARTICIPANTS RECEIVE A GOODIE BAG+WORKSHOP+PRIZE DRAWS+MOTIVATIONAL TOOLS
+END OF CHALLENGE PARTY! SIGN UP IN STUDIO OR ONLINE: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM

MOKSHA YOGA | 223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET | 709.753.0206 |
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